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ABSTRACT 

Background: Influenced by internationalization, more MNCs are seeking business 

opportunities in global markets, including Chinese MNCs. Under such circumstances, 

the authors find the research topic relating the international business strategies of 

Chinese MNCs. However, regarding the different situations existing between Chi-

nese state-owned MNCs and large private MNCs, this research will be mainly fo-

cused on Chinese large private MNCs. 

Research questions:  

Main research question: How do large Chinese private MNCs develop their interna-

tional business strategy to achieve competitive advantages in culturally different 

markets? 

Sub-question 1: How do Chinese MNCs deal with cultural distance in global markets? 

Sub-question 2: How do Chinese MNCs take advantage of resources and capabilities 

to achieve competitive advantages in global markets? 

Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to identify cultural distances that affect Chi-

nese MNCs’ business strategies in international markets, and also to discuss the utili-

zation of resources and capabilities in Chinese MNCs’ strategies formulation. Finally, 

provide some recommendations for Chinese MNCs’ managers to initiate successfully 

international expansions. 

Methodology: The authors adopt abductive approach, qualitative method with semi-

structured interviews in single case study in this thesis. 

Conclusions: The conclusion of this thesis includes two main points, one hand, 

standardized strategies are needed for Chinese MNCs to gain competitive advantages 

in international business; on the other hand, facing culturally different markets, some 

distinguished strategies are required to adapt to cultural differences and to take 

advantage of local resources and capabilities. 

Keywords: Internationalization; Chinese MNCs; International business strategy; 

Resource-based view; Cultural distance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the first chapter, the trend of internationalization will be introduced, followed by 

explanations of key concepts of international business strategy, cultural distance, 

resources and capabilities. Then, the problem existed in Chinese multinational 

companies (MNCs) will be discussed. Based on the problem discussion, one main 

research question and two sub questions are formulated. The purpose and 

delimitation are presented thereafter. Finally, the outline of this thesis is introduced. 

1.1 Background 

With the influence of globalization, the world has been bonded together. Recent 

years, an increasing number of emerging countries have caught up this trend; borders 

among countries have declined gradually as well (Sandberg, 2012). Under such 

circumstances, some local companies have opportunities to expand their business and 

start cross-border activities, which lead them to grow into multinational companies. 

According to Sapienza et al. (2006), this phenomenon has become the most 

influential trend in the business field and attracted many researchers. Therefore, more 

background information regarding this phenomenon will be introduced below. 

1.1.1 Internationalization 

While globalization is used to describe a general trend around the world, the term of 

internationalization has been used exclusively in the business fields (Daly, 1999). 

After the first two waves of internationalization, companies from Western developed 

countries and some Asian newly developed countries (such as South Korea, Taiwan 

and Singapore et al.) succeeded to deploy their international business, which gain 

competitive advantages as the first movers by utilizing their international resources 

and knowledge (Chang and Rhee, 2011; Yuan and Pangarkar, 2015; Jansson, 2007). 

With further economic and political development, firms from some emerging 

countries started to engage in the later new wave of internationalization, such as 

Chinese firms, Eastern European firms in Poland and Baltic areas, Russian firms, 

which are thought of having less experience of internationalization as the late movers 

(Luo and Tung, 2007; Jansson, 2007). More Western multinational enterprises took 

advantage of this opportunity to exploit cheaper costs, abundant resources and made 
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capital investments in these emerging markets, meanwhile, companies in these 

emerging countries also gained opportunities to get access to high technology and 

knowledge from the developed country markets (Jansson, 2007). Under the influence 

of the third wave of internationalization, emerging markets have received much more 

attention till now.  

1.1.2 Internationalization of Emerging Market MNCs  

Influenced by the newest internationalization trend, an increasing number of 

Emerging markets multinational companies (EMNCs) have become involved in 

international business. They have expanded their business from local to global 

markets (Hitt, Li and Xu, 2016). As Contessi and El-Ghazaly (2010) pointed out, 

EMNCs is thereby a new phenomenon. There were only 24 companies that come 

from emerging markets listed on the Fortune Global 500 list in 2000 (Fortune, 2000). 

In 2010, the number was 86 (Fortune, 2010). In 2025, numbers of EMNCs listed on 

Fortune Global 500 are predicted to reach 229 by Mckinsey & Co. (Dobbs et al, 

2013). Also, according to Contessi and El-Ghazaly (2010), the figure of foreign 

direct investment (FDI) outflows of emerging markets has reached 16% in 2008, 

which was almost 0 in 1970. Therefore, it can be concluded that the emerging 

economies have engaged in international business and contributed to the global 

economy.  

China, as an emerging market, has seen a great achievement in the last few decades. 

In 1978, Chinese government first launched the reform and opening policy, which 

encouraged a large number of Chinese companies to involve into the global 

economy. In 2014, China received the largest inward FDI in the world, which is $121 

billion (Yi and Han, 2014). Since Chinese economy has gone through such a 

dramatic growth, this thesis will be mainly focused on Chinese companies, which are 

expected to play more important roles in the global economy also in the future. 

Consequently, in order to encourage Chinese firms to explore business opportunities 

in global markets, Chinese government launched the “go abroad” policy in 1999, 

which provided assistances for Chinese companies to expand in international 

business (Huang and Wilkes, 2011). The “go abroad” policy experienced four stages. 

First, during the starter stage, in 1978-1990, only state-owned enterprises (SOEs) 
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could invest in the global market. Second, the stage is called adjustment and 

preparation, during 1990-2001, both SOEs and some private owned enterprises 

(POEs) could participate in the internationalization. The third stage, which is called 

high-speed development during 2001-2007, during this time, Chinese economy has 

gone through a rapid growth and an increasing number of Chinese MNCs have 

expanded their business globally. From 2007 till now, it is named as Stable 

development stage. The government has launched more relevant rules and 

regulations to help Chinese MNCs overcome the global crises and keep stable further 

development (Huang and Wilkes, 2011). 

Influenced by the international business development, more Chinese firms have 

started cross-border activities and developed into MNCs. For instance, Haier Group 

was founded as Qingdao Refrigerator Company in 1984 (Haier, 2015). Affected by 

the reform and opening policy, it has become the first batch of local companies to go 

abroad and became one of a number of well-known Chinese EMNCs. Today, Haier 

is one of the largest white household appliance manufacturers in the world and its 

business area has expanded into 150 countries and regions around the world. 

Besides, Lenovo, famous as one of the largest PC manufacturers around the world, 

purchased the PC department of IBM in 2005 and then grew rapidly in both domestic 

and global markets (Lenovo, 2016), until now, its business has spread into over 160 

countries (Lenovo, 2016) and ranked as 231st on the Fortune Global 500 list 

(Fortune, 2015). To grasp more business opportunities and keep a fast economy 

development, an increasing number of Chinese companies are experiencing 

international expansions. 

1.1.3 International Strategy of Chinese MNCs 

During the internationalization, MNCs have to face uncertainties and considerable 

risks when entering new markets that are completely different from their home 

markets (Ramachandran Mukherji and Sud, 2006; Zaheer, 1995). Unfamiliar national 

cultures and institutional changes pose threats to the firm's’ internationalization. 

Thereby, Chinese MNCs need international strategies to handle these differences and 

barriers by integrating internal and external resources and capabilities, which can 
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help them gain competitive advantages in global markets (Bartov, Bodnar and Kaul., 

1996; Reeb, Kwok and Baek., 1998). 

International strategies are thought of as the link between MNCs and the external 

environment. MNCs are required to be armed with successful strategies to deploy 

and integrate internal and external resources and capabilities effectively in 

international business, to coordinate the differences of culture, values, and norms of 

individuals or organizations (Grant, 2013). Barney (1991) introduced the resource-

based view, which emphasizes that resources and capabilities could be the main 

drivers for companies to win competitive advantages in strategies’ formulation 

(Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997; Grant, 2013). Therefore, it is of great importance 

for Chinese MNCs to take advantage of various resources and develop their 

capabilities to implement a competitive international strategy. Moreover, when 

talking about the international strategy, it is unavoidable for MNCs to face different 

country cultures in local markets, as culture is distinguished one country from 

another that could cause effects on business behaviors (Hofstede, 2001). The cultural 

distance refers to the perception of cultural differences (Shenkar, 2001). When the 

local culture differ to the home country’s to a large extent, the culture distance is 

perceived as big by the company, which means there are an increasing number of 

barriers for the company to overcome. Therefore, when making international 

business strategy, having a good understanding of country cultures can shorten the 

cultural distance and lead to less barriers in different culture environments. 

1.2 Problem Discussion  

1.2.1 Research Gap between Developed MNCs and EMNCs 

MNCs from emerging country markets are growing to be much more important in a 

global economy. However, it is known that existing theories in international business 

strategy area are more based on the studies of Western MNCs’ internationalization, 

for example, Dunning (1986) has used the eclectic paradigm to explain developed 

market MNCs’ internationalization motivations and behaviors. Johanson and Vahlne 

(1977) came up with the Uppsala model demonstrating Western MNCs’ 

internationalization process and they also further developed the business network 

view of internationalization process in 2009 based on most studies of Western 
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MNCs’ internationalization. Recent studies regarding how these latecomers 

internationalize themselves and how their international strategies are formulated lack 

of notices and researches (Child and Rodrigues, 2005; Luo and Tung, 2007; Witt and 

Lewin, 2007; Gammeltoft, 2008). What’s more, less attention is paid on studies of 

EMNCs’ competitive advantages in international markets (Mathews, 2006; Tsai and 

Eisingerich, 2010). Thus, there is a research gap in the area of EMNCs’ successful 

international business strategy, how emerging markets MNCs deploy business 

strategies in international environment deserves more researches, and whether or not 

the existing theories concerning MNC's’ international strategies are applicable to 

emerging market MNCs need more testing. Figuring out these questions is of 

significance both from a scientific and a managerial approach, as besides the 

theoretical gap, an increasing number of firms from emerging countries, such as 

China, Brazil, Russia, India and the South Africa, are experiencing 

internationalization to seek for more opportunities in international markets, which are 

requiring more knowledge to equip them to compete with the Western companies. 

Through reviewing more previous scientific articles, it is found there are some 

researches that focus on the international marketing and business strategies, 

concerning the developed market MNCs’ development in emerging country markets, 

such as the institutional theories carried out by Jansson (2007). Conversely, little 

attention is paid to how companies from emerging markets grow to be multinational 

enterprises with successful international strategies, especially; less concern is thrown 

on large EMNCs in this field (Amsden, 1989; Whitley, 1992). However, with 

regard to the further development of economy and technology in emerging markets, 

increasing large firms are requiring to involve more themselves in a global 

competition from their domestic markets to developed markets and to grasp more 

business opportunities in different business environments (Grant, 2013). For 

example, more and more Chinese companies are expanding in global markets 

through foreign direct investments, mergers or acquisitions (Beule and Duanmu, 

2012). However, less information regarding how these Chinese MNCs deal with their 

international business is discussed, and how these later developing Chinese MNCs 

utilize sources to gain strengths and to overcome weaknesses requires more concerns 

(Minin, et al., 2012).  
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1.2.2 Research Gap between State-owned and Private-owned 
Chinese MNCs 

When discussing large MNCs from China, there is a necessary need to classify them 

into two types, that is, stated-owned multinational enterprises and private-owned 

MNCs. Since these two distinguished types of MNCs operate and perform differently 

(Luo, Xue and Han, 2010). In other words, as it is based on the Chinese special 

political and economic characteristics, the Chinese state-owned large MNCs and 

private firms’ internationalization are different from each other to a large extent, not 

only regards to the beginning of the international expansions but also to further 

international business strategies (Luo, Xue and Han, 2010). There are several reasons 

to explain these differences. For example, the state-owned MNCs always pursue two 

objectives, both political and economic ones, and generally, the political objectives 

come as the first to service for national interests, while, their economic objectives are 

often regarded as not important as the political ones, which are mainly used to 

manifest the management’s performances. Situations in Chinese private firms differ 

largely, in which the objectives are only focused on companies’ interests (Song, 

Yang and Zhang, 2011). On the other hand, the state-owned enterprises have 

privileges to access to a great deal of sources achieving monopolistic positions, and 

providing this type of companies with large scale of competitive capitals, political 

and financial support, which in converse, are lacked in private ones and could not be 

achieved as well in a short time for them (Sutherland and Ning, 2011). Under such 

circumstances, relating studies show that these two types of Chinese MNCs have 

diverse international business strategies. Converse to the state-owned ones who own 

enough capital guarantee and mainly follow the national strategic instructions and 

invest more on natural resources in host countries, the large private MNCs always 

keep consistent in profit-maximizing targets with their limited sources (Child and 

Rodrigues, 2005). As the differentiated political and economic characteristics 

prevail, the Chinese stated-owned MNCs’ international business strategies will not 

be discussed in this thesis and the main research target will be focused on large 

private MNCs. 

What’s more, concentrating on the large private Chinese MNCs in this research has 

important meanings for present Chinese international business. As information is 
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stated in the Fortune Global 500 in 2015, the overall numbers of Chinese MNCs 

ranking on the list is 106, most of them are large state-owned firms, on the contrary, 

there are only few belonging to private ones (Fortune, 2015). There ranks far less 

large private Chinese MNCs on the list compared with state-owned ones, more 

helpful experience is needed for Chinese large private MNCs to learn to be stronger 

in international competition. So how those successful Chinese MNCs integrate and 

apply their resources and capabilities in international competitions is required to dig 

out and what can be learnt from these successful private MNCs deserves deep 

research. To solve these problems, it is suggested that international business 

strategies adopted by successful Chinese large private MNCs can be analyzed further 

so as to benefit more other Chinese MNCs that aim to conquer the global markets. 

1.2.3 Research Gap on Chinese MNCs’ International Business 
Operation 

Regarding the discussion of international strategy, a theoretical stream called the 

resource based view (RBV) was developed in the 1990's, which emphasizes 

resources and dynamic capabilities could be as the main drivers forcing to win 

competitive advantages in the strategies formulation (Barney, 1991; Teece, Pisano 

and Shuen, 1997; Grant, 2013). When facing the fierce international competition, 

large private MNCs from China are forced to identify their disadvantages and 

advantages from competitors in international markets to enhance their performances. 

The existing theoretical research, and emphasizes that many Chinese MNCs 

internationalize themselves through strategies of investment in technology 

exploration and exploitation (Minin, et al., 2012). To be specific, by absorbing and 

creating new knowledge (Hobday, 1995; Kim, 1997; Sachwald, 2001), as well as 

developing technical learning and innovative activities, they grow to be large 

international enterprises (Deng, 2007). Most scholars focus on the perspective that 

the overseas technology absorption results in Chinese MNCs’ success in 

international markets (Child and Rodrigues, 2005; Fan, 2006; Gao, Zhang and Liu, 

2007; Chen and Tong, 2003; Zedtwitz, 2005), but how those successful Chinese 

MNCs formulate international business strategies through applying resources and 

capabilities are desired more explicit researches. On the other hand, few studies are 

found concerning other factors besides resources and capabilities that affect Chinese 
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large private MNCs’ international business strategies, such as culture, etc. When 

Chinese large private MNCs launch their business in global markets, they will meet 

cultural differences indeed in different countries. Chinese culture is definitely 

different from those of other countries. If Chinese MNCs ignore such differences and 

instead just adapt a general strategy, it will cause an increasing cultural distance that 

will lead to barriers in international business operations (Slangen and Tulder, 2009). 

Therefore, knowing the cultural differences is helpful for the MNC to implement a 

successful international strategy in global markets.  

To be concluded, after discussion of international business trends, relating academic 

research background and business expansions of Chinese MNCs, it is considered that 

more research concerning these MNCs’ international business strategies need to be 

identified, especially analyzing the concepts of cultural distances, resources and 

capabilities, dynamic capabilities, competitive advantages in a global competitive 

environment. 

1.3 Research Question 

Considering the background information and problem discussion, the main research 

question in this thesis is: 

How do large Chinese private MNCs develop their international business strategy to 

achieve competitive advantages in culturally different markets? 

In order to analyze the main research question, two sub-research questions are: 

Sub-question 1. How do Chinese MNCs deal with cultural distance in global 

markets? 

Sub-question 2.  How do Chinese MNCs take advantage of resources and 

capabilities to achieve competitive advantages in global markets? 

1.4 Research Purpose 

The research purpose will be reached through: 

 Identifying the cultural factors that will influence the Chinese MNCs’ 

strategy and defining the resources and capabilities what are needed by 

Chinese MNCs to develop a competitive strategy.  
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 Analyzing the Chinese MNC’s strategy in four different countries to diagnose 

how the company adjusts cultural differences, resources and capabilities in 

different market contexts. 

 Providing managerial recommendations for Chinese MNCs to implement 

international expansion in global markets. 

1.5 Delimitation   

Due to the resources and time limitation, the delimitation of this thesis considers the 

following aspects:  

Firstly, regarding the above problem discussion, the target of this thesis is delimited 

to large private Chinese MNCs. The international strategy of these companies will be 

in focus.  

Secondly, since the authors will adopt a case study to do the research, one large 

Chinese multinational company and four of its subsidiaries will be selected as the 

case company, and the empirical research will be set in four different contexts, 

namely Sweden, Turkey, South Africa and the Philippines. Based on different 

contexts, the international business strategy of Chinese large private MNCs will be 

identified.  

Thirdly, since it is known that there are many factors influencing MNCs’ 

international strategy (Kostva, 1999; Johanson and Vahlne, 2009; Grant, 2013), 

limited by the length of the thesis, this research will be delimited to focus on the key 

theoretical concepts of cultural distance, resources and capabilities. 

1.6 Outline of the Thesis 
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• Internationalization of Chinese MNCs is introduced.  
Problems regarding Chinese large private MNCs’ international 
business strategies are discussed. 

Introduction 

•Methodologies relating to this study and reasons of choosing 
them will be covered in this chapter. 

Methodology 

•Key concepts: strategy, international business strategy, cultural 
distance, resources and capabilities will be explained in this 
chapter.  

Theoretical 
framework 

•In this part, the data collected from interviews and online 
resources will be presented here. 

Empirical finding 

•In this part, empirical findings will be combined with concepts 
discussed in theoretical framework to be analyzed.  

Analysis 

•In this part, the research questions will be answered as part of 
conclusions. Meanwhile, recommendations and limitations will 
be concluded as well. 

Conclusion 
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2. METHODOLOGY  

This chapter aims to solve these following questions: which research approach and 

method will be used, how the empirical data is collected and analyzed, discussion of 

the research validity and reliability. The methodology displayed in this chapter will 

present a transparent overview of the research process. 

2.1 Research Approach 

When it comes to the research approach, there are three ways, namely, deductive, 

inductive and abductive reasoning (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). Regarding the 

deductive approach, it concerns developing hypotheses based on a theoretical 

ground, and aims at testing if the hypotheses are positive with empirical data analysis 

(Dubois and Gadde, 2002). The purpose of utilizing this approach is to evaluate and 

confirm present theories. Moreover, some scholars think the deductive approach is 

primarily related to quantitative research with numbers of cases, which is not fitting 

for the qualitative research (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2008; Bryman and Bell, 

2015). For inductive reasoning, however, this approach performs inversely, which 

proposes original theory from the empirical case, through establishing and testing 

hypotheses built on the selected case, instead of appraising and validating the current 

theories (Merriam, 2009). The deductive and inductive approaches present like 

mirrors of each other (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). Another approach, abductive, 

combines deductive and inductive reasoning, which is explained by Eriksson and 

Kovalainen (2008) will be used in this thesis. This approach provides the 

opportunities to switch between empirical findings and theoretical concepts 

(Järvensivu and Törnroos, 2010), as it usually starts with inductive reasoning, and 

after collecting the case information, analyses the empirical findings with theories, 

finally convincing the readers with the established model (Patel and Davidson, 

2011).   

Concerning the purpose of this thesis is not aiming at testing some existing theories, 

so the exclusive deductive reasoning way is not perfectly suitable to be applied here, 

conversely, the studied theories or synthesis in this thesis are not newly proposed 

according to the researched case companies’ analysis, therefore, the inductive 

reasoning way cannot present the research process. Besides, the research questions 
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related to Chinese MNCs are discovered from the real business environment firstly, 

and then the authors identify the need of developing more research for Chinese 

MNCs’ international business. Then, through reviewing existing scientific articles 

and literatures, a theoretical analyzing ground is established, and more information 

regarding the researched case company will be collected from a Chinese MNC and 

its subsidiaries. Finally, the analysis process will be transferred back and forth 

between theoretical platform and empirical findings so as to come to the conclusions. 

Based on the above analysis, it is suggested that the abductive approach is the most 

matched way of this thesis. 

2.2 Research Method 

According to Bryman and Bell (2015), research methods refer to the methods that 

will be used in a scientific article to seek an answer to research questions, which can 

be described as a process to collect and analyze data. It has been distinguished as two 

dimensions: qualitative and quantitative methods. Qualitative research is a more 

flexible research method compared with quantitative method, which situates the 

observers in a wide context (Denzin and Lincoln, 2008). Since the research method 

depends on the research questions, the qualitative research is consistent with open-

ended research questions, which can answer the research question comprehensively. 

According to Bryman and Bell (2015), there are five research methods related to the 

qualitative method, which is ethnography participant observation, qualitative 

interviewing, focus groups, language-based approaches to the collection of 

qualitative data and qualitative analysis of texts and documents. So, the qualitative 

research is a multimethod-focused method (Denzin and Lincoln, 2008). 

Distinguished with qualitative method, quantitative research refers to answering the 

research question through statistical, mathematical or computational techniques 

(Given, 2008). It is based on the close-end research questions by identifying patterns 

of relationships, types of phenomenon or hidden meanings. 

In this thesis, the research question is how large Chinese private MNCs develop an 

international strategy in the global market. And this main research question will be 

analyzed from two perspectives: cultural distance as well as resources and 

capabilities. The research questions are open-end questions. Thereby, the authors will 
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adopt a qualitative interview method and a qualitative analysis of texts and 

documents method to seek answers.  

Regarding the culture distance of countries, the authors will both collect the data 

from interviews with four subsidiaries and the secondary data from previous research 

on the selected case company. Then, the data will be applied to the theoretical 

framework to identify the international business strategy for Chinese MNCs. As for 

how Chinese large private MNCs use their resources and capabilities, the data will be 

gathered from the interviews and the company’s official website. This will also be 

analyzed by the theory to identify the international business strategy. All the process 

of data collection and analysis will be presented in a descriptive text.  

2.3 Research Strategy 

The research strategy is defined as a study plan, which helps to conduct the research 

process, explaining what is required to be done and why organize the research in this 

way (Sontakki, 2010). The strategy mainly constitutes instructions of collecting 

primary data and how to analyze them (Ghauri and Grønhaug, 2005). 

With regards to a specific strategy, there are five prevailing strategies when operating 

the scientific research, which is, experiment, survey, archival analysis, history, case 

study. As for which method should be chosen, it is based on the research questions 

and concerns three aspects: “form of research questions”, “requires control of 

behavioral events”, and “focuses on contemporary events” (Yin, 2003). In order to 

settle down the research strategy in a clear way, research questions are categorized to 

several forms: who, what, where, how many, how much, how, why (Yin, 2003). 

Mostly, strategy of case study relates to ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions, which focus on 

the contemporary phenomenon. It is, especially, suitable for the condition that the 

investigators know little about the empirical information relating to the topic (Yin, 

2003). In this thesis, regarding the research questions concerns how questions in real 

Chinese MNCs, case study is thought of as the most suitable research strategy. Yin 

(2009) also points out that there are four types of case study approach according to 

the selected numbers of case and units of analysis. The researchers have to confirm 

to use single-case or multiple cases, and then assess to adopt holistic-single-unit of 

analysis or embedded-multiple units of analysis. In this thesis, the authors decide to 
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select single case study and holistic analysis. Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007) 

describe that case study is also one of the best bridges to link qualitative research 

results and deductive research, which is matched with the selected abductive 

approach in this thesis as well. 

 The main disadvantage of using case study is that this method concerns large 

contents of contemporary facts and provides less scientific basis to conclude, which 

leads to a lack of general applicability of the research conclusion. What’s more, since 

only one single case study will be used in this thesis, the present information is 

subjected to shortage of comprehensiveness (Yin, 2009). 

In this thesis, regarding the research questions are relating to ‘How’ questions, which 

come from a current business environment (Yin, 2003), the authors have little 

information about present Chinese MNCs’ international business strategy. Therefore, 

the case study is designed as the selected research strategy. More specifically, single 

case study approach will be chosen, since the case company refers to a Chinese 

multinational telecommunication company named Huawei and four of its 

subsidiaries, meanwhile, the theories used in this thesis are required to be better 

analyzed holistically in one organization, where Huawei performs properly as a 

whole. Thus, the holistic-single-unit analysis will be followed. Furthermore, the data 

collection of case company through case study meets the demand of qualitative 

method. Before starting the data collection, the interview questions will be derived 

based on theory studies and literature reviews, which match the abductive approach 

preferably and apply to the case study as used in this thesis. After preparing the 

theoretical framework relating to international business strategy and collecting 

Huawei’s international business information, the following case analysis will be 

developed (Yin, 2009).  

2.4 Data Collection 

Yin (2003) has divided the sources of data into six dimensions, which are 

documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observations, participant-

observation and physical artifacts. The first two sources are seen as the secondary 

data. Others can be seen as primary data, which are collected by researchers directly. 

So the data collection as an important step in a scientific research is a combination of 
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primary data and secondary data. In this thesis, both primary data and secondary data 

will be collected and used.  

2.4.1 Primary Data 

According to Boeije and Hox (2005), the primary data is the original data, which is 

collected by researchers for a specific research goal. It is inaccessible for other 

researchers until the authors publish their research. Since the nature of primary data, 

once primary data is collected, it can add new knowledge to the existing research 

area. Merriam (1998) thinks that, the primary data is mainly from: questionnaires, 

interviews, focus group interviews, observation, case study and scientific 

experiments.   

The qualitative interview is the most widely employed way to collect the primary 

data (Bryman and Bell, 2015). Therefore, in this thesis, the primary data is mainly 

collected from the interviews with the case company-Huawei. Unlike the quantitative 

interview, the interviews in this thesis are likely to be presented as a semi-structured 

way. To seek answers of research questions, the authors selected four of Huawei’s 

worldwide subsidiaries to do interviews. At first, the authors find the contact 

information of the public affair department of different subsidiaries when visiting its 

websites. In order to increase the research quality of this study, the authors want to 

get access to the information of both emerging countries and developed countries and 

sent more than 20 interview requests to 11 subsidiaries by e-mail. Then, they get 

response of four subsidiaries, which are in Sweden, Turkey, South Africa and 

Philippines.  

Those four countries can be seen as representatives of emerging countries and 

developed countries and have different cultural environments. The interviews are 

done through Skype meetings and e-mails. All the information from Skype meetings 

will be recorded and transcribed. As for the information from the emails will be 

documented and translated.  

The interviews information can be seen below in Table 1: 
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Subsidiaries Locations 
Number of 

Employees 
Interviewees 

Title of 

Interviewees 
Date 

Type of 

Interviews 
Duration 

Turkey Istanbul ≈800 
Mr. Zhao, 

Xiaobing. 

Public Affairs 

and 

Communication 

Senior Director 

2016-

05-06 

Skype 

meeting 

60min 

(15:00-

16:00) 

South 

Africa 
Johannesburg ≈1100 

Ms. Huang, 

Man. 

Public Affairs 

and 

Communication 

Manager 

2016-

05-05 

Skype 

meeting 

40 min 

(11:00-

11:40) 

Sweden Stockholm ≈600 
Mr. Song, 

Zhongda. 

Delivery 

Manager 

2016-

05-10 

2016-

05-11 

E-mail  

Philippines Manila ≈1300 
Mr. Liu, 

Jiannan. 

Senior Solution 

Engineer 

2016-

05-11 
E-mail  

Table 1: Interviews presentation. (Own source) 

Ms. Huang is a Public Affairs and Communication manager in Huawei South Africa 

subsidiary. Since she works with local government and medium, she can provide the 

case company information of cultural distances and resources and capabilities in 

South Africa. 

Mr. Zhao has worked in Huawei Turkey subsidiary for over ten years. Before 

becoming the senior director of Public Affairs and Communication department in 

central Asia, he worked in marketing department in Turkey and had rich experience 

in Huawei.  

After contacting Public Affairs and Communication manager in Sweden, Mr. Song, 

as a delivery manager, is introduced to cooperate with the authors to do the 

interview. Since Mr. Song’s schedule is discordant with the authors’, he asked an 

interview question list and answered it by e-mail. Facing the same situation, the 

senior solution engineer in Philippines subsidiary, Mr. Liu, also asked the interview 

questions by e-mail. 

Therefore, interviews with four selected subsidiaries are via Skype meetings and 

emails. Through the Skype meeting, the authors have a chance to communicate with 
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interviewees and get more information. Interviewees are more open-minded when 

doing Skype meetings. They like to talk about their experiences and extend the topic, 

which can help the authors collect more information. But, the disadvantage is that the 

authors need to transcribe those recordings in a structured way. When they authors 

do the interviews via e-mail, all the answers are listed and well structured. But the 

disadvantage is that the authors could not communicate with interviewees and 

information is limited. Interviewees only answer the question listed in the interview 

guide and will not extend them, which cause problems to collect data from those 

subsidiaries. 

2.4.2 Secondary Data 

Secondary data, on the contrary, refers to the existing information that not only the 

authors can use (Tantawi, 2014). It is not for a specific research purpose (Dubois and 

Gade, 2002). According to Vartanian (2011), using secondary data can save 

expenditure and time compared with collecting primary data. When gathering the 

primary data, researchers have to organize a survey, a questionnaire or an interview 

to focus on a specific research purpose. As for the secondary data, researchers can 

receive wider scope information from online resources or scientific literature without 

spending much time and money. But the disadvantages of secondary data should not 

be ignored. Most secondary data is collected since it is relevant to the research 

purpose but lack of relevance to the research question, whereas the primary data can 

be triggered on the research questions (Vartanian, 2011). Therefore, the secondary 

data can be used in the data collection process but the research should not mainly 

rely on that.  

In this thesis, the secondary data will be collected to serve as background knowledge. 

Since the purpose of this thesis is to develop a competitive international strategy for 

Chinese MNCs in different markets by overcoming the culture barriers and applying 

various resources and capabilities, the secondary data will be focused on the business 

environment in different markets and the information about the case company. 

Hence, the secondary data will be collected mainly from online resources and 

academic literatures, which will follow the Harvard reference system to improve the 

reliability.  
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2.5 Data Analysis 

Data analysis is an important process to deal with the collected empirical data 

combined with the theoretical basis to gain answers of research questions (Merriam, 

2009). There are five different methods that can be adopted to analyze the collected 

case information, namely, “pattern matching, time-series analysis, cross-case 

synthesis, logic models and explanation building” (Yin, 2014). In this thesis, the 

analytical technique will be mainly focused on pattern matching, referring to a little 

cross-case synthesis. Since the conceptual framework proposed in the theoretical 

framework chapter could be as the theoretical analysis grounding for the interpreted 

empirical data in this pattern, so as to contribute to lead to the answers to the research 

questions (Yin, 2014). 

 In this thesis, after collecting the primary data through interviews, the transcripts of 

interviews will be handled based on the interview records. Through transcribing and 

translating the interviews, Huawei’s information relating to the topic is extracted. 

Together with some other collected secondary data, findings concerning Huawei’s 

headquarter and each of its interviewed subsidiaries will be displayed. After that, by 

obeying pattern matching analysis method, each primary concept explained in 

theoretical framework chapter will be identified and analyzed in each Huawei’s case 

company, then through the following cross-case analysis, some common effective 

characteristics will be abstracted, which will act as an analytical foundation for the 

conclusion chapter. In the end, the research questions will be answered in conclusion 

chapter. Meanwhile, some managerial recommendations and limitations will be 

summarized.  

2.6 Research Quality  

Research quality is a key process to examine the quality and trustworthiness of the 

research (Merriam, 1998). It includes: validity and reliability, which are two vital 

criteria to establish and assess the objectivity and credibility of a research (Bryman 

and Bell, 2015). In this thesis, both validity and reliability will be used to test the 

quality of the research. Those two concepts will be explained below: 
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2.6.1 Validity  

“Validity concerns the interpretation of observations: whether or not the inferences 

that the researchers makes are supported by the data and sensible in relation to 

earlier research” (Silverman, 2011, p. 365). According to Bryman and Bell (2015), 

Validity of a qualitative research can be examined from internal validity and external 

validity.  

Internal validity, on the one hand, deals with both the data collection and the 

empirical findings, which are relevant to research questions (Yin, 2009). It also 

concerns the coherence from the theory to the outcome (Merriam, 1998). Therefore, 

to improve the internal validity in this thesis, the authors concern: pattern matching, 

explanation building, rival explanations and logic models, which is in line with Yin 

(2004). 

External validity, on the other hand, refers to whether the research can be generalized 

in a wider scope (Silverman, 2011). Since the nature of qualitative method, unlike 

the quantitative method, the result cannot be applied to all research (Merriam, 2002). 

Therefore, Yin (2009) suggested that using multiple case studies could diminish the 

bias in qualitative research. In this study, the authors have selected one case company 

but different subsidiaries to discuss the international strategy for Chinese MNCs. The 

data from one foreign market cannot represent the company’s international business 

strategy fully; the authors have chosen four markets, which can improve the 

applicability of the study.  

2.6.2 Reliability 

“Reliability refers to the extent to which research findings can be replicated” 

(Merriam and Tisdell, 2016, p. 250). Since the human behaviors are changeable, 

keeping reliability is a problem for researchers. Also, various researchers may have 

plentiful explanations of same data. So, the reliability of the qualitative research is 

more about to keep consistency with the data gathered (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). It 

is of importance for researchers to find the proper theory, choose suitable 

methodology and provide logical explanations.  
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Yin (2003) mentioned that using and developing a case study can improve reliability 

of qualitative research. In this thesis, the case study will be applied. By doing the 

case study, the interview and the collection of secondary data are used to develop the 

knowledge of the case company. As for the interviews, four of Huawei’s worldwide 

subsidiaries are selected. Since the interviewees are from China, which have same 

language as the interviewers, the interviews will be conducted in Chinese. To 

increase the reliability, the interviews will be recorded and translated to English. As 

for gathering the secondary data, all the secondary data is coming from the reliable 

official websites and academic literatures. To keep the reliability of those resources, 

the authors will follow the Harvard reference system. Moreover, as Denzin and 

Lincoln (2008) mentioned, one of the barriers to keep reliability in a qualitative 

research is the subjectivity of interviewees. Their answers may depend on the time 

and knowledge. So, in this thesis, the authors are trying to avoid such subjectivity by 

combining the interviewees’ answer and the secondary data, which can guarantee the 

reliability as much as possible. 
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3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

In this chapter, the literature review and theoretical framework will be mainly 

constituted, which will be presented from several aspects: strategy; international 

business strategy; resources, capabilities and dynamic capabilities; competitive 

advantages and cultural distances. The concepts introduced in this chapter as well as 

the conceptual framework proposed will be provided as overall frameworks to be 

used in the analysis. This chapter aims to provide a comprehensive theoretical basis 

for this thesis.   

3.1 Strategy 

When facing the intense competition, companies are required to formulate effective 

strategies to achieve competitive development. According to Grant (2013), there are 

two angles to consider and design the strategies to contribute to the firms.’ surviving 

and prospering in the market, namely, corporate strategy and business strategy. 

These two levels of strategies emphasize different key points from the industry and 

market attractiveness and competitive advantage respectively. Corporate strategy is 

mainly focused on industry and market analysis in which the firm should compete 

(Grant, 2013). Further, corporate strategy concerns balancing among economy, social 

responsibility and environmental demands during company’s development (Epstein 

and Roy, 2001). As each corporate’s business environment varies remarkably, not 

only referring to industries but also depending on its products, market characteristics 

and so on (Salzmann, Ionescu-somers and Steger, 2005), so the corporate strategy is 

suggested to be considered in terms of explicit company matching its circumstance 

(Engert and Baumgartner, 2016). In comparison, business strategy involves more 

about how the company should compete in the market (Grant, 2013), specifically, 

how to operate the resources and capabilities in the organization to establish a 

competitive advantage, which is also thought of as the competitive strategy (Barney, 

1986). Moreover, Porter (1980) proposes cost advantages and product differentiation 

could lead to successful business strategies. March, Sproul and Tamuz (1991) 

explain the idea that encourages companies to explore and exploit more to enrich 

their business strategies. In this thesis, regarding the research questions, only 

business strategy will be put into international environment to be studied. 
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In order to initiate a successful strategy, the designers are required to learn the 

competitive environments, both internal and external. Only with a deep 

understanding of the complicated business conditions, can firms design strategies in 

an insightful way so as to possess the dominance (Grant, 2013). What’s more, it is 

crucial for firms to appraise the resources and capabilities in an objective way, 

exploiting and exploring strengths as much as possible to compensate deficiencies 

(Miles and Snow, 2003; Grant, 2013), since when firms enter into the foreign 

markets, the competitors they will meet are not only the other MNCs but also some 

local companies who have more advantages regarding the local environment. 

Therefore, MNCs will face the weaknesses and identify the strengths when 

competing with competitors in the international markets (Hoskisson, et al., 2000; 

Chung, 2006; Bruton, et al., 2007). As for the background of this thesis, it is 

discussed in global markets, so the international business strategy will be as the main 

topic researched.  

3.2 MNCs’ International Business Strategy 

As the business environment is changing rapidly and the competition, especially in 

the international markets, is getting more and more intensive for MNCs (Chung, 

2006; Bruton, et al., 2007; Fung, 2014). Under such circumstances, firms, which are 

aiming at further international expansion, are strongly suggested to fully consider 

two dimensions, which are static and dynamic status (Day and Wensley, 1988; Zhou, 

et al., 2006). To be specific, no matter multinational large companies or international 

SMEs, when formulating the international business strategy, all should consider 

these questions, namely, what the basic competitive advantages are, what the long-

term strategy is, how the firm could reach it. Only after identifying the present 

advantages and preparing well for the future, can firms gain the competitive 

advantage in global markets (Mintzberg and Waters, 1985; Grant, 2013). 

Considering MNCs’ international business strategy, there exist several views, 

including the industry-based view (Porter, 1980), institutional-based view (Peng, 

2002) and resource-based view (Barney, 1991). First, regarding the industry-based 

view, Porter (1980) explains this theory based on his five forces model, which 

illustrates companies’ international business strategy is decided by the industry. 
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Companies in the same industry tend to have same strategy formulating. According 

to Peng (2008) and Oliver (1997), industry-based view ignores the influence of 

company’s internal resources and capabilities and external institutions. Second, Peng 

(2002) explains the international business strategy by the institution-based view. This 

view defined the external and internal environments as different institutions. It is of 

importance for company to consider those institutions when formulating a strategy. 

Third, regarding the resource-based view, Barney (1991) saw the importance of 

firm’s specific resources in developing international business strategy. Since the 

research questions refer to MNCs’ resources and capabilities, this thesis will be 

mainly based on resource-based view to discuss MNCs’ international business 

strategy.  

According to Sethi and Elango (1999), competitive international business strategies 

among MNCs are affected by four factors: home country and host country 

institutional environments, multinational culture backgrounds, firms’ resources and 

capabilities and industry structures. In this thesis, the critical elements influencing 

the strategy will be mainly explained from two specific aspects, that is, resources and 

capabilities, and culture. With regards to the first two critical factors, resources and 

capabilities, many scholars pointed out that it is critical to build on the resourced-

based view and dynamic capabilities perspective to understand the resources and 

capabilities, including management, technology, and market etc. so as to get further 

access to the key success factors for MNCs’ expansions in global markets (Dunning 

and Lundan, 2009; Jansson, 2007; Sethi and Elango, 1999). As culture differentiation 

in international markets could throw important effects on strategy formulation and 

implementation (Hayton, George, and Zahra, 2002; Porter, 1990), so culture will be 

discussed further as well. 

3.3 Cultural Distance  

With the development of the international business, scholars have found that the 

culture in one country differs from others, which can cause influence on the MNCs’ 

strategy (Shenkar, 2001). Culture is a wide concept and includes various dimensions; 

there are two main points of views in international business (Drogendijk and Slagen, 

2006). First, Schwartz (1999) has come up with seven dimensions of cultural 
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differences based on theoretical and empirical research, which are conservatism, 

intellectual autonomy, affective autonomy, hierarchy, egalitarian commitment, 

mastery and harmony. Scholars think those dimensions are fully based on 

conceptualized values (Brett and Okumura, 1998). Also, the collected data regarding 

this framework are from 1980s to 1990s, which is considered as a contemporary data. 

But the shortcoming of those dimensions is that they have not been fully applied in 

practice (Steenkamp, 2001). Second, Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010) has 

analyzed IBM employees from diversified countries and concluded six cultural 

dimensions named as Hofstede model, including power distance, individualism & 

collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity & femininity, long-term orientation 

& short-term orientation and indulgence and restraint. As the validity and reliability 

of these six dimensions has been proved by researchers (Søndergaard, 1994) and this 

model has been regarded as the most influential model concerning cultural 

differences, this thesis will use the Hofstede model (Figure 1) to identify the cultural 

differences in global markets: 

 

 

Figure 1: Hofstede model. (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010) 
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● Power distance refers to the degree of concentration of power, authoritarian 

of leaders and to some extent how people’s perception of equality (Hofstede, 

2001). Power and equality are key facts of society’s foundation, which have 

effects on every aspect of life (Solomonov, 2007). The power distance can be 

shown from the employees and customers’ values, which will influence the 

companies’ strategies. In a low power distance market, taking an example of 

the US, hierarchy is relatively low and the relationship between employees 

and employers tends to be equal (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010). 

Therefore, employees are more likely to learn, improve themselves and 

achieve their values. Instead, in China, which is perceived as a high power 

distance country, employees are in a more centralized organization and need 

to show their respects to employers (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010).   

● Individualism & collectivism refers to the structure of an organization 

(Hofstede, 2001). The benefit of individuals is the core concept in an 

individualist society. People’s privacy and freedom have got enough attention 

in such societies. But in a collectivist society, individuals are more integrated 

into groups or organizations and people are more likely to sacrifice their own 

benefits to the groups, organizations and societies. Therefore, considering the 

strategy making, it is more likely to collect opinions of employees to 

implement a strategy in an individualist society. But in a collectivist market, 

fewer opinions from employees are concerned in the strategy-making 

process. 

● Uncertainty avoidance describes that how countries deal with uncertainty in 

societies, which will lead to the fact that people will have different reaction 

towards them (Hofstede, 2001). In a low uncertainty avoidance country, like 

the USA, people work hard to make their life more predictable and 

controllable. People prefer to accept such uncertainty and work independently 

and effectively. Conversely, in Japan, which is a high uncertainty avoidance 

country, the government will set a series of laws and regulations to avoid 

uncertainty. In work place, less formal rules are established when making a 

strategy in a low uncertainty avoidance country. Implementing an 

international strategy in a high uncertainty avoidance country will need more 

explicit rules and regulations. 
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● Masculinity & femininity deals with the distribution of roles between 

genders. Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010) define masculinity and 

femininity as follows: “the masculinity side of this dimension represents a 

preference in society for achievement, heroism, assertiveness and material 

rewards for success. Society at large is more competitive. Its opposite, 

femininity, stands for a preference for cooperation, modesty, caring for the 

weak and quality of life. Society at large is more consensus-oriented” 

(p.140). In a masculine society, fortune and achievement are important, 

which has been seen as the symbol of one’s status. The competition in such 

environment is much more intensive. In a famine society, the relationship and 

the quality of life are more focused. Consequently, the workplace in a 

feminine society tend to be less competitive and the problem is preferred to 

be solved by negotiation, while in a masculine society, it is a more 

competitive working environment and companies are more likely to solve 

problems by fights. 

● Long-term orientation & short-term orientation, which is also known as 

pragmatic & normative, deals with challenges between future and past 

(Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010). In a long-term orientation 

(pragmatic) society, thrift and education are seen as the preparation for future. 

Virtues and obligations are key issues in such a society and people act in a 

modest way. Thus, in a workplace, achieving a long time goal needs to be 

concerned by MNCs. Immediate performance and results of MNCs are less 

important in such a society.  In a short-term orientation (normative) society, 

individuals are emphasized and their values and rights gain more attention. 

People tend to follow the traditions and norms. Also, the social responsibility 

is focused here. Influencing by such culture, MNCs have to implement an 

international strategy that can make an achievement in both a short time and a 

long time to gain competitive advantages. 

● Indulgence & restraint refers to the degree of how the country culture 

tolerates to human needs. According to Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov 

(2010), indulgence implies that the country culture encourages people to 

enjoy their lives and satisfy their needs, while restraint stands for that the 

relevant norms and values will limit people’s gratification of needs. In a high 
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indulgence country, people are more optimistic and seeing personal happiness 

as their goals. Conversely, people are more passive and suffering control 

from the authority.  

According to Slangen and Tulder (2009), having misunderstanding of different 

cultures when MNCs expand their business in different countries, will lead to an 

increasing cultural distance and cause barriers in international business. Specifically, 

the strategy making will be misled and knowledge transfer will be impeded. The 

term of cultural distance refers to the perception of different cultures and has been 

explored in the field of international business area (Drogendijk and Slagen, 2006). 

According to Shenkar (2001), there are three applications of cultural distance in 

international business field. First, when MNCs make their foreign direct investment 

(FDI), influences of cultural distance on the location selection and consequences are 

discussed. Second, it has been applied for MNCs to choose a suitable entry mode in a 

foreign market. The third thrust is to clarify the effect of cultural distance on MNCs’ 

performance and strategy making in global markets. Previous empirical findings 

have shown that MNCs that enter into dissimilar markets are more possible to fail in 

such markets, which demonstrates that the cultural distance needs to be concerned 

into the international strategy since this can cause negative effects on the company's 

performance (Li and Guisinger, 1991; Barkema et al, 1997). Kraus et al. (2015) have 

proved that the bigger cultural distance will create greater risk in internationalization 

decisions, which cause more negative influences on MNCs’ international business 

strategies. Therefore, it is of importance to discuss cultural differences considering 

the international business strategy for MNCs. In this thesis, the Hofstede model will 

be used to understand the cultural distance in global markets, which can help the 

authors to identify Chinese MNCs’ international business strategy. 

3.4 Resources and Capabilities  

As the external business environment is getting unstable and at the same time, MNCs 

are facing increasing challenges to gain more competitive advantages to keep 

remarkable profitability (Grant, 2013). Under such circumstances, Grant (2013) also 

proposes that MNCs need to identify their internal resources and dynamic 
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capabilities to formulate strategies to deal with the external environment changes and 

sustain their competitive advantages. 

3.4.1 Resources 

Concerning the important role of firm’s resources as the main basis for formulating 

strategies and keeping profitability (Newbert, 2007), there are many scholars 

researching this area based on the well-known resources-based view (RBV) (Barney, 

1991; Newbert, 2007; Priem and Butler, 2001). According to Wernerfelt (1984), 

firm’s different resources could be barriers for its establishing competitive 

advantages. Barney (1991) initiates resources-based view emphasizing its crucial 

position considering firm’s strategy. Even the later “core-competence” view 

developed by Prahalad and Hamel (1990) is based on resources-based view. Scholars 

also emphasize MNCs that possess “valuable, rare, inimitable and non-

substitutable” resources get easily access to different competitive advantages through 

creating and implementing exclusive strategies that are distinguished from the others 

and difficult to be replicated by competitors (Barney, 1991; Ray, Barney and 

Muhanna, 2004). Furthermore, a great amount of company work in business strategy 

area is keeping consistent with the resources-based view (Barney and Arikan, 2001). 

Therefore, RBV has become a must consideration when drawing up strategy not only 

for academic research but also for management in companies. 

With regards to the RBV, MNC is suggested to exploit the different resources and 

identify the uniqueness to keep profitability based on a sound and comprehensive 

understanding of their resources (Grant, 2013). According to Grant (2013), there are 

three primary dimensions to define and categorize resources: tangible resources, 

intangible resources and human resources, which can be seen in Figure 2. Financial 

resources and physical plants, equipment, etc., are included in tangible resources. 

Technology, patents, copyrights, brands, culture, and so on, are categorized as the 

intangible resources. Human resources contain employees’ skills, know-how and so 

forth. Scholars also emphasize that the main purpose of resources analysis is not for 

evaluating a MNC’s main components, but to identify the key success factors 

affecting its dynamic capabilities so as to further creating competitive advantages in 
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a long-time international operation (Barney, 1986; Helfat and Peteraf, 2003; Grant, 

2013). 

 

Figure 2: Resources. (Grant, 2013) 

3.4.2 Capabilities and Dynamic Capabilities  

Even though the RBV theory helps to identify the factors for MNCs to develop 

strategy in a relative static environment (Wernerfelt, 1984; Eisenhardt and Martin, 

2000; Wang and Ahmed, 2007), it lacks adequate consideration for developing a 

successful strategy, however, in a fast changing environment (Eisenhardt and Martin, 

2000). As the resources are relatively firm environment-based, possessing apparent 

and exclusive internal attributes of the company, and normally, the resources 

adjustments fall behind the external environment changes (Teece, Pisano and Shuen, 

1997), which would block firm’s development in unstable environment. Thereby, 

some scholars propose the theories of dynamic concepts, for instance, “absorptive 

capacity”, “integrative capacity”, “construct capacity”, and further extend the 

resources-based view to the sight of dynamic capabilities (Teece, Pisano and Shuen, 

1997).  

Before depicting the dynamic capabilities, there is a need to identify capabilities 

briefly. As shown in Figure 3, Grant (2013) classified company’s capabilities 

according to different principal functional areas, named it as organizational 

capabilities, such as advocating multidivisional collaboration; being in charge of 

international management; the research and development (R&D) department should 

be in charge of technology research, developing innovative products; the operation 

department should lead to scale production, fast response to changes and difficulties 

flexibly; production design function is sufficient to support the design; and marketing 

Tangible resources 

• Financial 
resources, 

• Physical plants, 

• Equipment;  

Intangible resources 

• Technology 
(patents, 
copyrights) 

• Reputation 
(brands, 
relationships) 

Human resources 

• Skills/know-how 

• Training 

• Motivation 
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department is skilled to manage the brand and reputation establishment and 

enhancement as well as responsiveness to business trends, distribution function’s 

speed of delivery, and so on. 

The new dynamic perspectives emphasize that it is highly required for firms to adopt 

the changes, integrate, build and reconfigure their internal and external resources and 

capacities to adapt to the flowing customer needs, upgrading technology 

development, and more fierce competitions (Teece, Pisano and Shuen, 1997; Benner, 

2006). Dynamic capabilities could be explained explicitly from two different angles, 

namely, adaptive capacity and absorptive capacity. The adaptive capacity stresses 

that the firm need to give an instantaneous react to the external shifting environment, 

as well as reconfiguring the resources to meet the environment changes sufficiently 

(Gibson and Birkinshaw, 2004). Moreover, Tuominen, Rajala and Moller (2004) 

think that an increasing technology hunting and global business monitoring could 

strengthen the adaptive capacity. Besides, some scholars also point out that there are 

three different orientations contributing to the adaptive capacity: sound 

understanding and quick response to customers’ requirements; grasping competitors’ 

advantages and drawbacks and monitoring them; pursuing high technology and 

innovating new products and having the willingness to invest in R&D (Gatignon and 

Xuereb, 1997; Voss and Voss, 2000). The absorptive capacity emphasize that it is 

important for firms to assimilate and apply new knowledge different from the 

internal existing resources to enhance their business activities (Tsai, 2001; Zaheer 

and Bell, 2005).  

Except these two capacities, Teece (2007) and Grant (2013) also mention some other 

meaningful steps committing to sustaining dynamic capabilities, that is, drawing 

product architecture; upgrading business model; continuous improvement in brand 

management and operations, unceasing strategic innovation, everlasting 

enhancement in order and delivery processing, reorganizing the complementary 

assets and so on.  
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Figure 3: Capabilities and Dynamic Capabilities. (Grant, 2013) 

3.4.3 The Relationship among Resources, Capabilities and 
Dynamic Capabilities 

Grant (2013) and Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997) pointed out, it is critically 

important to identify the resources and capabilities, especially the dynamic 

capabilities. The resources belong to internal sources owned by the firm, which is 

less affected by the industry; dynamic capabilities are performed by how firms utilize 

its internal and external sources in changing environment. Wu (2010) illustrates that 

the dynamic capabilities determine companies’ performance. Dynamic capabilities 

are regarded as the generator for firms to utilize resources to improve the work, and 
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dynamic capabilities are the perfect connector to combine resources to enhance 

company's achievements as well. For instance, MNC could develop creative products 

through technology research and concerns, gain high technology through kinds of 

strategic alliances, like acquisition or joint venture (Jiang, Tao and Santoro, 2010). 

Schildt, Keil and Maula (2012) also put forward that absorptive capabilities could 

support firms to enhance performance through learning from outside. Based on the 

above perspectives, it is believed that fully identifying the capabilities and dynamic 

capabilities can productively enhance companies’ performance (Barreto, 2010; 

Weerawardena and Mavondo, 2011). 

3.4.4 Competitive Advantage 

To exploit and explore how MNCs gain competitive advantages through 

international strategy to win sustainable growth in international markets, it is 

suggested to firstly recognize the origins and types of competitive advantages.  

Grant (2013) points out that the competitiveness origins from two aspects: 

responsiveness to the external changes and innovations. With the new wave of 

internationalization, both domestic and international markets are increasingly 

turbulent, customer preferences and technologies are changing faster than ever 

before, so it is highly important for firms to seize opportunities responding to the 

changes flexibly and properly so as to attain competitive advantages. On the other 

hand, the internal innovations could also generate competitive advantage, which not 

only means product, process or technology innovation, but advocates more strategic 

innovation to initiate new business approaches, such as redesigning processes and 

organizational structures, identifying new customer segmentations, integrating 

business systems, including ordering, distributing and delivering and so on (Pisano 

and Wheelwright, 1995; Lee, Lee and Pennings, 2001; Hill and Jones, 2007; Grant, 

2013). 

There are two types of competitive advantage: cost advantage and differentiation 

advantage (Grant, 2013). As if the company aims to gain more customer preferences 

and profitability exceeding its rivals, it is recommended two approaches: 

manufacturing or purchasing products in a lower cost and offering the differentiated 
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products or services (Hall, 1993; Hayes, Gary and Upton, 1996). Either of them will 

be effective to achieve the competitive advantage.  

Summarily, firms need to establish and sustain competitive advantage to gain further 

development in the home market and abroad markets, so after defining the resources, 

capabilities, dynamic capabilities, competitive advantages, in the following context, 

there is a need to identify the relationships among these theories and develop a 

theoretical synthesis in this thesis. 

3.4.5 From Resources and Capabilities to Competitive 
Advantages 

The resource-based view underlines the heterogeneous existing of resources and 

capabilities’ in each company, affirms the important role of resources and 

capabilities in formulating firm’s strategy, and emphasizes especially when the 

resources and capabilities are exclusive, inimitable, scarce, irreplaceable, which 

could be organized effectively so as to gain competitive advantages for the firms 

(Barney, 1991; Peteraf and Barney, 2003; Wang and Ahmed, 2007; Battistella, 

Biotto and De Toni, 2012). Therefore, exploiting and exploring the firm’s resources 

and capabilities is a necessary way to create value and improve performance for the 

companies conducting competitive advantages.  

The dynamic capabilities bridges the theoretical gap of the resources-based view 

discussed in an assumed static business environment (Teece, Pisano and Shuen, 

1997; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000), which is also thought of as the further 

development in international strategy theory area (Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009; 

Akgun, et al., 2012). Regarding the capabilities and dynamic capabilities, scholars 

have two different voices concerning their relationships with competitive advantage 

on the one hand, they are crucial to competitive advantage (Teece, Pisano and Shuen, 

1997; Helfat et al., 2009; Teece, 2007; Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009), on the other 

hand, they cannot perform as its direct sources (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Wang 

and Ahmed, 2007; Arend and Bromiley, 2009). To be specific, the dynamic 

capabilities are the intermediation for applying resources to gain positive 

performance winning competitive advantages (Zollo and Winter, 2002; Zahra, 

Sapienza and Davidsson, 2006; Teece, 2007; Barreto, 2010). 
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3.5 Synthesis 

The synthesis is combing key concepts to serve as an academic background, which is 

helpful to seek answers to research questions. In this thesis, the authors are willing to 

fill the gap in order to contribute to research of Chinese MNCs by digging into the 

question how MNCs implement an international business strategy to gain 

competitive advantage in culturally different markets. When discussing the 

international business strategy, first MNCs will face culturally different markets. Big 

cultural differences will lead to a large cultural distance, which will influence MNCs 

performance. Therefore, MNCs need to consider such cultural distance to include in 

their international business strategy. Regarding resources and capabilities, they are 

both thought of as approaches of helping MNCs to understand internal and outside 

resources and capabilities in international markets, which are considered from static 

and dynamic angles respectively, so as to provide instructions for MNCs to initiate 

strategies. To sum up, the synthesis (Figure 4) of this thesis can be seen below: 

 

Figure 4: Synthesis. (Own Source) 
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4. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

This chapter will present case companies’ findings that have been collected through 

semi-structured interviews and online resources. The interviewed companies concern 

four of Huawei’s worldwide subsidiaries located in different country markets. Some 

secondary information will be also illustrated as supplements. 

4.1 Huawei 

Huawei is a leading company of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 

solutions (Huawei, 2016).  The company, as one of the earliest batch of companies 

affected by Chinese Reform and Opening Policy, was founded in Shenzhen in 1987. 

Starting as a domestic company, it has now expanded into more than 170 countries 

and regions around the world and become a well-known Chinese large private-own 

MNC. As a MNC from an emerging market, Huawei has made a great achievement 

so far. According to Huawei Annual report in 2015 (Annual report, 2015), the 

company’s total sales revenue was achieved 60.8 billion dollars and 5.7 billion 

dollars of net profits, which has increased by 24% and 11% respectively compare 

with last year. Revenue from oversea markets accounts for 58%, and the rest mainly 

come from Chinese market. The company provides both products and services for 

enterprises, consumers and telecom carriers. Telecom carriers business as the major 

business, accounts for 59% of total sales revenues. The second largest business is 

consumers business, which contributes 33% of sales revenues. Enterprises business 

as the newest business developed in Huawei, contributes the least proportion of 7% 

(Annual report, 2015).  

4.1.1 Core Value 

Huawei has six core values: customer first, dedication, Continuous Improvement, 

openness and initiative, integrity and teamwork (Huawei, 2016). First, regarding the 

customer first value, Huawei sees the customer as their driving force. The company 

believes that “they can only succeed through customers’ success” (Huawei, 2016). 

Second, Huawei tries their best to provide best products and services for customers, 

which is considered as the dedication spirit. The third core value is continuous 

improvement. The company invests to the R&D center every year to improve and 
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equip itself to service customers better. Forth, openness and initiative shows that 

Huawei insists customer-centric and involve all the opinions for customer into their 

development. Fifth, Huawei wins customers trust through their integrity, which is 

one of the most important assets. Teamwork is as the last core value pursued by 

Huawei. It believes that teamwork can create better work than individuals. Therefore, 

it is indicated that its success cannot be achieved without holding these core values. 

4.1.2 Technology and Innovation  

Focusing on technology development and innovation is always one of Huawei’s most 

important strategic decisions (Huawei, 2016). The company insists on investing over 

10% of its annual sales revenue to new technology development. Until now, it has 

established 16 R&D centers in Germany, Sweden, the United States, India, Russia, 

Japan, Canada, Turkey, France, China and other places to fully utilize local special 

resources and capabilities, where approximately 170 thousand employees (45% of 

the total workforce worldwide) carry out products and solutions development 

(Annual Report, 2015). For example, India is famous for its software industry, then 

Huawei set Indian R&D center there to focus on software development; Russia has 

rich talents in mathematics, Huawei established Russian R&D center to develop 

wireless algorithms so as to grasp international talents in Russian markets; France, 

world-known as its artistic environment, attracts Huawei to found R&D center there 

to develop aesthetics (Huang, 2016). Moreover, Huawei has also cooperated with all 

the world’s top operators, establishing 36 joint innovation centers around the world, 

aiming at servicing its customers’ competitive advantages and business success with 

its leading technology (Huawei, 2016). 

Huawei concerns its patents and copyrights protection. Until the end of 2013, it had 

applied and filed 44,168 patents in China, and a total 18,791 pieces outside China, 

another 14,555 applications conformed to international Patent Cooperation Treaty 

(PCT). The total granted patent number had accumulated to 36,511, which has never 

been achieved in any other Chinese company (Huawei, 2016). 
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4.1.3 Internationalization 

Huawei’s internationalization initiated after 12 years of its establishment and 

experienced rapid international expansion in recent years. The first oversea R&D 

center was established in Bangalore, India in 1999, which is an important step of its 

internationalization. In 2001, another four R&D centers were founded in the United 

States, and at the same year, joined in International Telecommunication Union (ITU). 

Through sales and marketing’s gradual expansion in international markets, in 2004, 

Huawei won its first significant cooperation opportunity in Europe with Dutch 

operator, Telfort, of which, the contract valued over 25 million dollars. One year 

later, its international sales revenue outstripped the domestic market for the first time. 

As its international business further development, it had become a partner to all the 

European top operators in 2007. In order to fully take advantage of international 

sources to meet company’s international business expansion, Huawei formulated 

more international strategies, such as, organizing the establishment of Cyber Security 

Evaluation Center in the United Kingdom in 2010, continuously advocating 

localization management, “setting up local boards of directors (BoDs) and advisory 

committees both in the UK and in France”. Moreover, establishing “the Financial 

Risk Control Center (FRCC) in London to manage global financial risks and to 

ensure the global financial operations continue efficiently and standard-compliantly”. 

As introduced in interviews that when Huawei develops its international strategies, it 

concerns more and more local laws, culture and resources in international markets. 

Based on its comprehensive strategy system, which constitutes both long-term 

strategies and one-year strategies, Huawei can identify business opportunities in 

international markets so as to gain competitive advantages in dynamic environments 

(Huawei, 2016). 

4.2 Huawei (Turkey) 

As introduced by Mr. Zhao, Xiaobing in the Skype meeting, the senior director of 

public affairs department in central Asia, it is known that Huawei set up the Turkish 

subsidiary in 2002. Before that, the company had developed an office in Turkey to 

do the market research and build relationship with local government and market 

actors from 1998 to 2002. The Turkish subsidiary has achieved a total sales revenue 
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of 0.5 billion dollars in 2015. Same as its group business units, its business 

constitutes telecom carriers, customers and enterprises as well. Around 80% of sales 

revenues come from telecom carriers in Turkish subsidiary. And enterprises business 

is mainly focused on local government and companies. Regarding employees, the 

number has increased to around 800 people in 2016 from 200 employees in 2002. It 

is worth mentioning that over 80% of employees are locals.  

4.2.1 Cultural Distance 

Before Huawei set up the Turkish subsidiary, the company needed to know about the 

country and the market since there are cultural differences between China and 

Turkey. When setting the office in Turkey, two countries know less about each other. 

Chinese companies are perceived as low technology and cheap-price oriented 

companies by Turkish companies. And Chinese companies think that Turkey is an 

underdeveloped country. Turkey is located in Western Asian and Southeast Europe, 

which has made the country influenced both by the Asian culture and European 

culture. According to the interview with Mr. Zhao, he said, the Turkish look like 

Europeans in appearance but like the Asian inside. Business rule and regulations in 

Turkey are similar to the Europeans. But characteristics of the Turkish are more 

comparable with Chinese. Further, Mr. Zhao also mentioned, the Turkish has a 

stronger hierarchy sense than the Chinese. In the subsidiary, the Turkish will follow a 

strict social hierarchy and show their respect to their employers.  

According to Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010), the differences between China 

and Turkey could be viewed based on six different cultural dimensions in Figure 5: 
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Figure 5: The comparison between Turkey and China. (Hofstede, Hofstede and 

Minkov, 2010) 

By looking at the comparison of cultural dimensions between China and Turkey, it 

can be found the main differences between them are uncertainty avoidance and long-

term orientation. According to the chart, Turkey is seen as a higher uncertainty 

avoidance country than China, which means the Turkish need more regulations and 

rules to protect their life. Influenced by such culture, in Turkish subsidiary, more 

regulations are needed, which employees can feel be protected by the company. 

Besides, Turkey is seen as a country that pursues short time goal. It can be conducted 

that companies in Turkey more concern the immediate results than long-term 

performance (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010). 

4.2.2 Resources and Capabilities  

As the introduction from interview, the company in Turkey is one of Huawei 

Group’s subsidiaries not the branch office, which means it has independent decision-

making power. The Turkish subsidiary operates in hierarchical management mode, 

according to the revenue of the contract and size of the project, different level holds 

different responsibility. The purpose of establishing this subsidiary is mainly for 

developing sales and marketing in this international market, not focusing on 

production, so that there is no plant or production equipment in this subsidiary. The 
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marketing department in Turkey primarily undertakes product and technology’s 

advertisement, to follow and research customer demands, to collect customer 

preferences then reflect them to R&D department. According to Mr. Zhao, 

differentiated from the traditional divisions in marketing department, there is another 

professional team in Huawei responsible for the company’s brand and reputation 

establishment. Since customer-oriented is one of Huawei’s core value, sales in 

Turkish subsidiary always react to customers demand sufficiently, they do not 

promise the lowest price to customers, however, they can guarantee the best service 

at a reasonable price, Mr. Zhao also emphasize, which is not only one competitive 

advantage in Turkey, but also a key success factor in Huawei’s global markets. 

Depends on Huawei’s long-lasting improvement in products, technology and service, 

the brand influence in Turkish local market has become Huawei’s advantage from 

disadvantage in starting period. Until now, Huawei as a famous MNC has become 

the industry leader in Turkish market. 

Mr. Zhao emphasizes Turkish subsidiary has thrown a great deal of concerns in 

localization. For example, there is an R&D center based in Turkey undertaking 

software development, where the number of employees working is over 400 and the 

majority of them are locals. On the other hand, Turkish subsidiary has willingness to 

give skill trainings for local employees as well as employ locals to deliver projects, 

through which, it has indirectly created more than 5000 working opportunities for 

locals. 

4.3 Huawei (South Africa) 

Huawei South Africa subsidiary set in 1998 and has grown into a successful 

company with around 1100 employees. In accordance with its mother group, its 

business is divided in three parts: telecom carriers, customers and enterprises. As for 

telecom carriers, which accounts for 60% of the revenues in South Africa subsidiary, 

Huawei is the only one company who provides ICT solutions for three largest 

telecom carriers there: Vodacom, MTN, and Cell C. at the same time, according to 

the interview with Ms. Huang. Considering consumers business, Huawei (South 

Africa) is in the top three position when measuring smartphone shipments volume in 

South Africa. In this subsidiary, the authors did the interview through the Skype 
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meeting with Ms. Huang, Man, who is the manager of public affairs and 

communication department. 

4.3.1 Cultural Distance 

According to the interview with Ms. Huang, the working environment is relaxed. The 

hierarchy is relatively low. All projects are working with teamwork and 

individualism is not accepted in South Africa subsidiary. As for reward system, all 

employees, no matter Chinese employees or South African employees, have same 

chances to promote and it is based on merits. For example, the COO (Chief operating 

officer) is a South African. To overcome cultural differences and help local 

employees understand Chinese culture, Huawei South Africa subsidiary is working 

with Confucius Institute to provide some courses for them, where they can learn 

Chinese language and Chinese culture.  

Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010) conclude differences between China and 

South Africa based on Hofstede model, which can be seen in Figure 6: 

 

Figure 6: The comparison between South Africa and China. (Hofstede, Hofstede and 

Minkov, 2010) 

From this chart, it can be conducted that the differences between them are mainly in 

power distance, individualism and long term orientation. Power distance is relatively 

lower in South Africa than in China. This shows that there is a lower hierarchy and 

more equal relationship in South Africa (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010). 

Considering individualism, it is thought that mutual benefits are concerned between 
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employees and employers. And merits are the key for employees to get promotion 

opportunities (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010).  As for long-term orientation, 

South Africa is seen as focused on short-term goals. Influenced by such culture, it is 

common that people care about the short-term results (Hofstede, Hofstede and 

Minkov, 2010).   

4.3.2 Resources and Capabilities  

According to Ms. Huang, Huawei South African subsidiary is independent in its 

operation and strategic decision-making. It has not only long-term five years’ 

strategy but also one-year business strategy. There is no production plant in South 

Africa, considering the tariff and human resources cost and local protective policies, 

the majority of products are produced in China then delivered to South Africa. 

Huawei has not set up R&D center in Africa either, since African infrastructure lags 

behind respectively, professionals in ICT is short of training. Huang introduces that 

there is also rare MNC setting up R&D center in Africa because of high-cost and less 

talent. For the South African subsidiary, it mainly depends on the Group’s global 

R&D platforms. Under such circumstances, there are many thorough processes and 

regulations in Huawei Group to ensure customer’s demands in international markets 

to be met. Such as, one development process named Integrated Product Development 

solution (IPD), which can guarantee an end-to-end research and development process 

in a high quality, from collecting customer preferences and product development to 

the final commercialization. What’s more, in order to maximize to grasp local 

customers’ demands and business opportunities, there are six offices in local market. 

Each local telecom carrier’s office has been accompanied by one Huawei’s office. 

Huawei South African subsidiary always keeps reacting to customer requirements 

effectively in a dynamic environment, such as it has helped Kenya government 

develop a safe city solution, which contributes to decreasing local crime rate by 46% 

after deploying in one year. Ms. Huang emphasizes this achievement also help 

improve Huawei’s brand reputation in both African and the other international 

markets. Even though the telecom carriers business still dominates the main position 

in South Africa, the enterprise business is developing sharply as well after the 

company identified the huge potential existing in this area in local market. 
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4.4 Huawei (Sweden) 

In 2000, Huawei set up the first R&D center in Europe in Stockholm, Sweden, which 

is in the same city with their competitor Ericsson. After knowing about the local 

market, the subsidiary was set in 2004 and provides services and products in Sweden. 

In accordance with Huawei, Sweden subsidiary focus on Telecom carriers, customers 

and enterprises business. Its telecom carriers business, as their main business, 

accounts for 70% of total revenues. With the development of its smartphone market, 

the consumers business is improving these years. Considering the size of the 

subsidiary, there are around 600 employees and most of them are local employees. In 

Huawei (Sweden), the authors did the interview through e-mails with Mr. Song, 

Zhongda, who is a delivery manager. 

4.4.1 Cultural Distance 

From the interview with Mr. Song, he said, besides, since cultural differences exist, 

the subsidiary was progressing at a low speed. Huawei (Sweden) started to hire local 

qualified employees to take in charge of public affairs and management, which has 

made a great success. Regarding the workplace in Sweden, hierarchy is not that 

important and Employees can express their opinions freely. Also, he mentioned that 

teamwork is adopted in Sweden subsidiary and individualism is not encouraged. 

Applying Hofstede model (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010), the difference 

between Sweden and China can be seen in Figure 7: 
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Figure 7: The comparison between Sweden and China. (Hofstede, Hofstede and 

Minkov, 2010) 

First, there is a huge difference in power distance between these two countries. In 

Sweden, Moon (2000) said that, there is a relatively low power distance and 

employees don’t have to address their employers with a title. Second, Sweden is 

considered as an individualist country while China is a collectivist country. But in 

workplace, Swedish also know the importance of teamwork and see it as a core value 

(Moon, 2000). Third, Sweden is a much less masculinity country compare with 

China, which means the quality of life are more concerned and less competition is 

existed. In workplace, Swedish always try to find the balance between work and life. 

Conflicts are also solved through long time negotiations (Hofstede, Hofstede and 

Minkov, 2010). Forth, regarding the indulgence index, Sweden has less restraint to 

limit human behaviors compare with China. People care more about how to enjoy 

their life (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010).  

4.4.2 Resources and Capabilities  

As Mr. Song described, there is no production plant or warehouse either in Huawei 

Swedish subsidiary. Since the human cost in Sweden is much more expensive than 

the other countries, in order to keep cost advantages, most products are manufactured 

in China and shipped from Hungary, where is located a logistics center to supply 

hardware and spare parts for European markets. The establishment of Huawei 

Swedish subsidiary mainly services for local sales and marketing expansion, for 

better understanding local customer and market requirements, the majority of 

employees are locals, fewer Chinese employees work with them together, whose jobs 

are primarily focused on communication with headquarters in Chinese so as to 

ensure work efficiency. Besides the abovementioned resources, Mr. Song also 

introduced there is a R&D center established in 2000 in Stockholm nearby Ericsson, 

which is mainly aimed at studying wireless technology. After over 10 years’ 

international market exploitations, Huawei’s global revenue has doubled of 

Ericsson’s from last year. Huawei Sweden market has experienced sharp 

development as well. When referring to the rapid business growth in Swedish market 

in recent years, Mr. Song summarized several strengths; first, cost advantages 
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compared with its competitors, second, brand effects. For example, as Huawei 

smartphones are experiencing increasingly popular in international markets, 

especially in European markets, which contributes to Huawei’s brand popularity and 

market recognition as well as for other business units, like telecom carriers and 

enterprise business. Third one, end-to-end product and business segmentations, 

including mobile terminal, wireless base station, core network, router and switcher, 

server and so on, when facing cross-domain projects, Huawei could provide end-to-

end service, which is never achieved by its competitors. Fourth, Huawei Swedish 

subsidiary is a local-oriented MNC, like, employing more locals and cooperating 

with local telecommunication companies and subcontractors to make more localized 

strategies. Fifth, knowledge is shared by both individuals and organizations, which 

means the company has a knowledge sharing mechanism, successful cases from 

other international markets or experience, skills from each colleague, all are 

encouraged to share in company’s knowledge platform. Most importantly, 

emphasized by Song, success in Huawei Swedish subsidiary depends much upon 

Huawei’s international comprehensive platform resources and capabilities to gain the 

competitive advantages. 

4.5 Huawei (Philippines) 

As a first batch of overseas subsidiaries, Philippines Huawei was founded in 1999. 

At the beginning, the subsidiary focuses on telecom carriers business, dealing with 

wireless network construction, core network construction and Internet protocol (IP) 

network construction. Recently, with the development of the company, the 

Philippines subsidiary has touched upon customers and enterprises business. As Mr. 

Liu mentioned, Philippines as a developing country, has a huge need of 

telecommunication construction, which provides a great deal of potential for 

Huawei’s business development.  At the same time, the influence of Huawei 

(Philippines) has increased year by year. In this subsidiary, the authors did the 

interview through e-mails with the senior solution engineer, Mr. Liu Jiannan.  

4.5.1 Cultural Distance 

According to the interview with Mr. Liu, he pointed out that the one big difference 

between China and Philippines is that the Philippines are extroverts and enjoy life, 
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which differ from the Chinese. They divide their work and life and never let their 

work encroach upon their personal life. Instead, Chinese are more responsible for 

their tasks. Facing such difference, it caused difficulty for Huawei to manage their 

employees in Philippines. Therefore, the subsidiary has adopted the personal 

business commitments (PBC) system to assess employees’ work, which can motivate 

local employees to take more responsibility. 

According to Hofstede model, the cultural differences between Philippines and China 

are concluded in Figure 8: 

 

Figure 8: The comparison between Philippines and China. (Hofstede, Hofstede and 

Minkov, 2010) 

As shown above, the culture differences between Philippines and China are not that 

obvious besides long time orientation index. Philippines is a short time orientation 

country, which means people here enjoy achieving quick results and are less likely to 

thrift for future (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010). Therefore, in work place, 

managers tend to make short-term goals and care about immediate performance of 

the company. As for other dimensions, there is no obvious difference between these 

two countries.  
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4.5.2 Resources and Capabilities 

Like the other overseas subsidiaries, Mr. Liu introduces that Huawei Philippine 

subsidiary as one of the earliest international markets, now is experiencing rapid 

development and localization. This subsidiary covers all departments, including 

sales, marketing, delivery, financial, operation, logistics, administration and so on, 

and local employees account for over 70%, which is completely different from its 

local competitors, like Cisco or Ericsson, whose sales and marketing, even delivery 

mainly depend on local agencies. As its 100%-owned resources advantage, Huawei 

Philippine subsidiary could provide customers with most efficient and sufficient 

service, grasp more business opportunities. As a famous MNC in Philippines, more 

and more localization has become its internationalization trend in Philippine market, 

since local human cost is lower than Chinese employees, and local employees have 

more strength to communicate with customers. Even though it is highly 

internationalized, besides its independent operation and decision-makings, Huawei 

Philippine subsidiary’s R&D and logistics, senior technological professionals are still 

supported by headquarter or regional office.  
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5. ANALYSIS 

In this part, the theoretical framework and empirical findings will be combined to 

analyze the case company. In accordance with theoretical framework, analysis will 

be divided into cultural distance and resources and capabilities to discuss the 

international business strategy of Chinese MNCs. 

5.1 Cultural Distance  

5.1.1 Huawei (Turkey) 

As stated in the empirical findings, facing the main differences of uncertainty 

avoidance and long-term orientation based on Hofstede model (2010), the subsidiary 

adopts a general policy from its mother group. Regarding the reward system and 

employee’s development, the subsidiary follows the regulations in accordance with 

its mother group. Every employee, no matter the Turkish or the Chinese, they get 

same chances to promote. So, this culture dimension has not cause big influence on 

the international strategy of Huawei. Concerning the goals of company, Mr. Zhao 

proved that the subsidiary makes an annual plan and five years plan every year. The 

company cares about their market performance but it cares more on the continuous 

development (Huawei, 2016). Therefore, facing the differences on long-term 

orientation & short-term orientation, Huawei adopts a standard strategy in global 

markets. 

Besides, it is interesting to find the opposite fact of Hofstede model. Hofstede, 

Hofstede and Minkov (2010) pointed out that China is a more centralized power 

country than Turkey. But, Mr. Zhao pointed out, the Turkish have a stronger sense of 

hierarchy than the Chinese. Local employees show more respect to their employers 

than the Chinese. Therefore, it is more easily for managers to manage employees in 

Turkish subsidiary. 

5.1.2 Huawei (South Africa) 

According to Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010), the main differences between 

South Africa and China are Power distance, Individualism & collectivism and long-

term orientation & short time orientation. South Africa is a low power distance 

country, which means the hierarchy is relatively low. Facing such situation, Huawei 
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(South Africa) has adapted to the local culture. Employees can express themselves 

freely according to the interview with Ms. Huang. Regarding the individualism & 

collectivism dimension, people are treated as an individual and they prefer to work as 

their own in South Africa while China is a collectivism society. Huawei insists on 

teamwork can achieve its success and adopts this policy in each subsidiaries 

(Huawei, 2016). Therefore, in South Africa, employees work as a group in a project, 

as Ms. Huang mentioned. Considering long term orientation & short-term 

orientation, South Africa is a country that concerns the short-term goals. According 

to the interview with Ms. Huang, Huawei (South Africa) makes annual plan and five-

year plan in every year’s strategy formulation. Both short-term goals and long-term 

goals are concerned in South Africa. 

5.1.3 Huawei (Sweden) 

As shown in Hofstede model (2010), cultural differences between Sweden and China 

are huge. The cultural distance is perceived as high by Huawei, as Mr. Zhao 

mentioned, at the beginning development of Huawei (Sweden), the company has 

been through a slow growth stage until the company hired local employees to know 

about the cultural differences. First, considering the power distance, Sweden is a low 

power distance country where the relationship between employees and employers is 

seen as equal (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010). Therefore, the Swedish 

subsidiary adjusts to this culture and builds an equal work environment for 

employees. Second, as for individualism & collectivism, Sweden is an individual 

society but in workplace, teamwork are adopted (Moon, 2000). As Huawei adopt a 

teamwork style around the world, this dimension has not caused effect to their 

international business strategy. Third, Sweden is perceived as a feminine country 

while China is a masculine country. In workplace, the Swedish avoid conflicts and 

tend to solve problems by negotiations. Huawei (Sweden) has hired local employees 

to deal with this cultural difference to adapt to the local culture. Fourth, regarding 

indulgence and restraint, the Swedish more enjoy their life than Chinese and they 

will not mix their works with lives while Chinese are more pragmatic and work hard. 

According to the interview with Mr. Zhao, he did not mention much about this 

difference, which can be conducted that this dimension cause less effects on the 

company’s strategy making.  
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5.1.4 Huawei (Philippines) 

Philippines, as an Asian country, is considering as less differing from China. Based 

on Hofstede model, the main difference between these two countries is long-term 

orientation & short-term orientation. Philippines is concerned as pursuing short term 

goals and the immediate results are focused in workplace. Since Huawei adopts a 

standard strategy regarding making goals, both annual plan and five years plan are 

made every year in the subsidiary. Moreover, from the empirical findings, the 

difference of indulgence & restraint between Philippines and China is relatively 

small and Philippines is considered as having more regulations to restrain people’s 

behaviors. In fact, according to the interview with Mr. Liu, the Philippines are more 

indulgent. They enjoy their life and will not work hard on their works, Mr. Liu said. 

Facing that situation, Huawei (Philippines) adopt the general policy, which is called 

PBC system, to assess employees’ performance and encourage them to take their 

responsibilities.  

5.1.5 Cross-case Analysis 

According to interviews and Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010) research, there 

are cultural differences existing between the four countries and China. Those 

differences lead to distinct cultural distances from China to subsidiaries. If there is a 

big difference between one country and China based on Hofstede dimensions, the 

cultural distance is perceived as large by Huawei, which means it will cause effect on 

the company’s performance (Li and Guisinger, 1991; Barkema et al, 1997). 

Therefore, when making the international strategy in global markets, how to handle 

with such distance needs to be concerned by Chinese MNCs. 

Based on empirical findings, the analysis of cultural differences between four 

countries and China will be shown below: 

First, regarding power distance, it refers to the level of hierarchy in one country 

(Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010). The difference of this dimension between 

Sweden and China is the biggest, following by South Africa, Turkey and Philippines. 

Since China is a high power centralized country, there is a rigid hierarchy in 

workplace. Facing such situation, Huawei has adapted to the local culture. In Sweden 
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and South Africa subsidiaries, the hierarchy is not that solid and the relationship 

between employees and employers are more equal, according to the interviews with 

Mr. Song and Ms. Huang. As for the Turkish subsidiary and the Philippines 

subsidiary, influenced by local cultures, power distance is relatively high and 

hierarchy is more rigid, as stated by Mr. Zhao and Mr. Liu, facing different 

perception of power distance, Huawei follows the local culture and adapt to it.  

Second, individualism & collectivism reflects the structure of an organization 

(Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010). No matter how big difference between host 

countries and China in individualism & collectivism, Huawei adopts teamwork and 

assesses employee work individually (Huawei, 2016). Teamwork is seen as a key to 

make a great achievement for Huawei. Therefore, considering individualism & 

collectivism, Huawei follows a standard strategy in global markets and this can be 

perceived as low influence on its international strategy making. 

Third, feminism & masculinity refers to the attitude of the society towards success. 

In a masculinity society, competitions are more intensive. In a feminism society, 

people pursue a harmony relationship with each other (Hofstede, Hofstede and 

Minkov, 2010). Sweden is seen as a feminine country while China, Turkey and 

South Africa are considered as masculine countries (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 

2010). As Mr. Song mentioned, during the initial stage of Sweden subsidiary’s 

establishment, Huawei had difficulty in dealing with its customers. The problem was 

solved until they hired local qualified employees to handle with public relations. 

Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010) also proved that, negotiation with customers 

in Sweden means frequent meetings to discuss the issue together. Dislike masculine 

countries, negotiations are always solved through conflicts and competition. By 

facing such difference, Huawei also adapt to the local culture.  

Fourth, uncertainty avoidance reflects how the society deals with uncertainty issues. 

In a high uncertainty avoidance country, the government has a series of regulations 

to avoid uncertainties and people face fewer uncertainties in their life. In a low 

uncertainty avoidance country, fewer regulations are made to avoid uncertain issues 

and people handle with uncertainties frequently (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 

2010). There is not a big difference in uncertainty avoidance between China and 
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Sweden, Philippines and South Africa. But Turkey is a high uncertainty avoidance 

country compare with those countries (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010), which 

means more regulations to avoid uncertainty and protect people’s life are needed. 

Regarding the interview with Mr. Zhao, such differences has not influence Huawei’s 

international business strategy. Each subsidiary follows a set of standard rules and 

regulations in accordance with its mother group.  

Fifth, long term orientation & short term orientation refers to the link between the 

past and the future (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010). There is a huge 

difference between China and four selected countries. But, according to interviews 

with four subsidiaries, both every year’s goal and five years’ goal will be developed. 

They follow a standard strategy with their mother group. To achieve a continuous 

development (Huawei, 2016) in global markets, only focusing on short-term results 

cannot sustain their competitive advantage; therefore, long-term goal should also be 

concerned.  

Sixth, indulgence & constraint shows the attitude of the society towards human needs 

(Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010). Cultural distance is perceived differently by 

Huawei each subsidiary regarding this dimension. China is the most restrain country 

compare with Turkey, Sweden, South Africa and Philippines. According to 

interviews with Ms. Huang, Mr. Liu, Mr. Song and Mr. Zhao, each subsidiary 

follows the regulations and rules with their mother group. Assessment of employees 

is based on merits (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010). Therefore, it can be 

conducted that this dimension has less influence on the company's international 

strategy. 

To sum up the discussion above, Table 2 shows how those four subsidiaries deal with 

the cultural differences based on Hofstede model: 
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Power 

distance 

Individualism 

& 

Collectivism 

Femininity 

& 

Masculinity 

Uncertainty 
avoidance 

Long time 
orientation 

& Short 
time 

orientation 

Indulgence 
& Restraint 

Huawei 
(Turkey)    

General 
policy 

General   
policy 

 

Huawei 
(South 
Africa) 

Adapt to 
local 

culture 

General 
policy 

  
General 
policy 

 

Huawei 
(Sweden) 

Adapt to 
local 

culture 

General 
policy 

Adapt to 
local 

culture 
  

General 
policy 

Huawei 
(Philippines)     

General 
policy 

 

Table 2: Cultural distance in Four of Huawei worldwide subsidiaries. (Own source 

based on Hofstede model) 

5.2 Resources and Capabilities 

For an MNC, to gain and constantly maintain competitive advantages in fierce 

international business environment, its innovation, brand establishment and products 

are extremely important (Cass and Sok, 2014). Any carelessness of technology 

innovation or marketing will make company lose market share and competitive 

position (Moller and Anttila, 1987). MNC’s resources and capabilities are key 

forcing drivers for its highly growth, which could only perform well when being 

combined appropriately in an effective way (Amit and Schomaker, 1993; Gruber et 

al., 2010; Newbert, 2008). Since it is of meaning not only in academic area but also 

managerial concerns, the following case companies’ analysis is thought of helpful to 

both theoretical research and managerial implications. 

5.2.1 Huawei (Turkey) 

Many scholars studied and emphasized the important role of resources and 

capabilities in formulating company’s business strategies (Barney, 1991; Newbert, 

2007, Grant, 2013). For Huawei, it sets up its each subsidiary based on recognizing 

local resources and capabilities to a large extent. In Turkish subsidiary, there is no 

manufacturing plant or equipment, since the overall manufacturing arranged in China 

and another three manufacturing centers could decrease production cost to guarantee 
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Huawei’s product competitiveness in cost level, and also, in order to maximize the 

exploitation and occupation of local market business opportunities to gain 

competitive advantage, more resources are concentrated on marketing, sales and 

delivery department in Turkish subsidiary, which prepare these departments to 

develop vigorously. Furthermore, as stated by Benner (2006) and Teece, Pisano and 

Shuen (1997), resources are more internal-based in a static environment, if company 

aims at expanding dynamically in a fast changing environment, it needs to concern 

dynamic capabilities in deploying strategies. What Huawei’s Turkish subsidiary has 

done in its international business follows these perspectives to some extent, its 

marketing and sales departments’ long-term technology researches and instant 

reactions to both internal and external requirements has helped it not only establish 

good relationships with local customers but also make the company in Turkish 

international market become a leading role in telecommunication industry.  

Concerning financial resources and human resources referred in Grant (2013), 

Turkish subsidiary is autonomous for its profits and loss, as well as having some 

freedom to employ and train local employees, which ensure its flexibility in 

formulating short and long-term business strategies and in grasping competitive 

advantages in local international competitions. 

5.2.2 Huawei (South Africa) 

Regarding tangible resources specified in Grant (2013), for this case company, in 

order to avoid some labor and infrastructure risks in local market, no physical plant 

or equipment is set in South African subsidiary. Concerning the orders in South 

Africa, they are all delivered from China so as to keep product cost to be lower than 

local manufacturing and achieve cost advantage as much as possible. This resources 

allocation in South Africa subsidiary conforms to the scholar’s theoretical research. 

As Hill and Jones (2007) and Grant (2013) stated, cost advantage is one of effective 

ways for companies to gain competitive advantage. Moreover, the technology and 

patents shared by South African subsidiary all are from global R&D centers. One 

hand, this ensures the technology in its South Africa market to sustain advanced and 

exclusive; on the other hand, it contributes to keeping its production inimitable in 

local market. South African subsidiary also benefits considerably from Huawei’s 

brand reputation in the other international markets, which reminds that the 
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company’s reputation and brand popularity are significantly important in formulating 

international business strategies. With regards to the capabilities and dynamic 

capabilities referred by Grant (2013) and Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004), Huawei 

South African subsidiary organizes these capabilities in its exclusive ways, such as, it 

set up six Huawei’s offices in local customer’s offices aggressively in order to 

conduct sound responses to external changes to gain competitive advantages in a 

dynamic way. To further understand and control local internal and external 

environments, this subsidiary also has willingness to increase its localization, which 

performs not only from its increasing numbers of locals, but also from its 

employment of local high level management. 

5.2.3 Huawei (Sweden) 

When it comes to the classifications of resources and capabilities from Grant (2013), 

Huawei Swedish subsidiary has its own way of balancing its resources and 

capabilities in an effective way. Concerning the high cost factor in this market, there 

is no Huawei’s manufacturing plant in Sweden. However, in order to develop high 

technology and attract talents in wireless in Sweden, it established an R&D center as 

early as possible around 2000. It has not gained high technology through acquisition 

or joint venture in this market, instead, it moved to be a neighbor of one of its biggest 

competitors (Ericsson) so as to hunt high technology effectively, which proves to 

comply the theories researched by Tuominen, Rajala and Moller (2004) and Voss 

and Voss (2000), who think that company should keep technology researching and 

monitor its competitors’ merits and demerits to enhance its adaptive capacity. 

Huawei Swedish subsidiary proves to identify the dynamic capabilities sufficiently. 

Regarding brand and company’s reputation emphasized by Grant (2013), Huawei 

Swedish subsidiary has benefited much from the global increasingly accumulated 

reputation resources and unceasing enhancement in brand management. For example, 

as Huawei smartphones are getting more popular and famous in global markets, 

customers in each segment are becoming more familiar with Huawei Brand, under 

such circumstances, more Swedish customers have willingness to choose this brand, 

which results in more customer preference to Huawei product in this market. 
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5.2.4 Huawei (Philippines) 

Since Huawei Philippine subsidiary is developed as one of the earliest overseas 

subsidiaries, its international business is growing more robustly with rich experience. 

According to Grant (2013), there have two ways to achieve competitive advantages, 

namely, cost advantage and differentiation advantage. Huawei Philippine subsidiary 

presents them like this, first one, employing more locals with lower human cost; 

second one, sharing Huawei’s global technology and reputation resources to a large 

extent so as to reduce its operation cost and avoid investment risks. Furthermore, 

referring to differentiation advantages, this company has more self-decision rights 

based on its 100%-owned resources, compared with its local competitors (Cisco and 

Ericsson, etc.), Huawei Philippine subsidiary has more flexibility in deploying 

resources and capabilities, upgrading business models, making decisions, and so on. 

All these are thought of preparing it with more flexible differentiated service. As 

Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997) and Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004) think that 

company should dispose its resources and capabilities dynamically according to 

internal and external changes, these capabilities contribute to Huawei Philippine 

subsidiary’s smooth expansion in local market. 

 

5.2.5 Cross-case Analysis 

Regarding the RBV, Barney (1991) and Grant (2013) point out that it is required for 

companies to exploit different resources and analyze their uniqueness to keep 

profitability in formulating strategies. All the four interviewed Huawei’s subsidiaries 

could arrange their resources and capabilities based on their local characteristics to 

achieve cost advantages. For example, they all follow the standardized way to utilize 

Huawei global R&D centers and patents to enjoy the most advanced worldwide 

technology development and share newest technology research results in global 

markets. Their products are manufactured in global manufacturing centers on a large 

scale. Their orders are shipped from global logistics centers, which ensure these 

subsidiaries’ cost advantages. The unified knowledge-sharing platforms provide 

overseas subsidiaries with global successful experience. On the other hand, they have 

their own exclusive resources and capabilities to grasp local business opportunities, 

such as, employing local high level management to solve localization problems in 
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South Africa, cooperating with local partners in Turkey, locating nearby competitors 

to monitor them in fast changing environments in Sweden, and so on. Teece, Pisano 

and Shuen (1997) emphasized that firms need to consider its capabilities in a 

dynamic way when facing fast changing environment, concerning this, each 

subsidiary is monitoring the business trend and their competitors intensely. Besides 

frequent communication with customer, they all keep upgrading their business 

models in every year’s strategy formulation and five year’s long-term strategic 

forecast, which contributes to gaining competitive advantages in their local markets. 

Table 3 below summarizes the characteristics of the resources and capabilities in 

these subsidiaries: 

Resources and 

Capabilities 

Huawei 

(Turkey) 

Huawei (South 

Africa) 

Huawei 

(Sweden) 

Huawei 

(Philippines) 

Manufacturing 

Plant and 

Equipment 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Financial 

Resources 
Local-operated Local-operated Local-operated Local-operated 

Technology 
Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Reputation and 

Brand 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Knowledge and 

Skills 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Human 

Resources 
Local-operated Local-operated Local-operated Local-operated 

Sales and 

Marketing 
Local-operated Local-operated Local-operated Local-operated 

Product Design 
Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 
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Logistics 
Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Global unified 

platforms 

Delivery and 

Service 
Local-operated Local-operated Local-operated Local-operated 

Management Local-operated Local-operated Local-operated Local-operated 

Table 3: Resources and Capabilities in Four of Huawei worldwide subsidiaries. 

(Own source) 
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6. CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, main research question and sub questions will be answered based on 

the analysis. Also, recommendations regarding the international business strategy 

for Chinese MNCs will be presented. Last, limitations and further research will be 

suggested.  

6.1 How do Chinese MNCs deal with cultural distance in 
global markets 

By analyzing the case company Huawei, when facing culturally different markets, 

Huawei not only adapts to the local culture, but also implements a general strategy in 

those markets.  

On the one hand, the company has a general strategy that is followed by each 

subsidiary when dealing with cultural distances. As mentioned in the previous 

chapter, each subsidiary needs to follow a standard policy regarding the employees’ 

management and promotion system. Also, the annual plan and five-year plan need to 

be formulated every year in each subsidiary.  

On the other hand, regarding the cultural dimensions like feminism & masculinity 

and power distance, the company usually adapts to the local culture. Local 

employees are hired to help the subsidiary understand and overcome such distances. 

Moreover, relevant strategies are made in local subsidiaries. Since Huawei needs to 

understand such differences and implement a distinct strategy that adapts to the local 

culture, the authors conducted those two dimensions are the most influential factors 

for Huawei to formulate an international business strategy. 

Therefore, facing culturally different markets, Chinese MNCs can have a standard 

policy as well as a distinct strategy that adapts to local cultures. 
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6.2 How do Chinese MNCs take advantage of resources 
and capabilities to achieve competitive advantages in 
global markets 

In order to achieve competitive advantages, the interviewed overseas subsidiaries 

utilize both the company’s global unified platforms and local-operated resources and 

capabilities. 

Regarding global unified resources and capabilities, Huawei establishes Global R&D 

centers, manufacturing centers, logistics centers, product design centers as well as 

knowledge-sharing platforms, and so on. With regards to these common shared 

resources and capabilities, all the overseas subsidiaries are guaranteed to gain global 

support efficiently, meanwhile, have opportunities to throw their limited resources 

and capabilities into local business exploitation. The integrated layout and organizing 

of resources and capabilities in Huawei’s global markets has set an example for 

Chinese MNCs when formulating international business strategies. 

For local-operated resources and capabilities, each subsidiary has its own 

characteristics. Summarily, they all try to exploit the most proper ways to grasp 

business opportunities. Customers always come as first in their international markets. 

Each subsidiary has self-decision making rights both in financial management and 

strategies formulating. And also, they prefer employing more locals. All these 

provide them with sound reactions to the rapidly changing environments. In order to 

expand in international markets fast and smoothly, it is also important for Chinese 

MNCs to integrated their resources and capabilities according to their internal and 

external environments in international markets.  

6.3 How do large Chinese private MNCs develop their 
international business strategy to achieve competitive 
advantages in culturally different markets? 

Through the comprehensive analysis of the case company with its four selected 

subsidiaries, resources and capabilities, as well as cultural distances are discussed 

and identified.  
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When it comes to formulate international business strategies, first, Chinese MNCs 

need to deal with different local cultural properly, which means, MNCs have to study 

cultural distances during internationalization. It is important for MNCs to identify 

which cultural dimensions are more influential to their international business 

strategy. Then, the company needs to adapt to such cultural dimensions. As for other 

dimensions, the company can implement a standard policy, which needs to be 

followed by all subsidiaries.  

Second, Chinese MNCs need to consider their resources and capabilities both in 

static way and in dynamic way, since they are both internally determined by MNCs 

and externally influenced by outside environments, MNCs need to organize their 

capabilities not only based on internal resources but also adapted to external 

resources with adaptive capacity or absorptive capacity.  

6.4 Theoretical Implications 

According to the research results, not all dimensions in Hofstede model can affect 

MNCs’ international business strategy. Hofstede model can be a guidance for MNCs 

to learn cultural differences. Further, MNCs need to identify the most influential 

dimensions and adapt to those dimensions that can cause effects on their business in 

international markets, as for the other less effected dimensions, they can adopt a 

standard strategy. Regarding the resources and capabilities, the existing RBV and 

dynamic capabilities perspectives are found suitable for Chinese MNCs to a large 

extent. For Chinese MNCs, they need to identify or establish preponderant resources 

and capabilities to gain competitive advantages. Moreover, as it is shown in this 

thesis, cost advantages as one of competitive advantages is more pursued by case 

companies, but differentiated advantages are less researched in this thesis for 

Chinese MNCs, so further research in this area is more needed. Last but not least, the 

relationships among cultural distance, resources and capabilities are less concerned 

in this thesis, which is also required more research for Chinese MNCs in 

international business strategy area. 
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6.5 Managerial Implications  

In this thesis, resources and capabilities for MNCs’ international business strategies 

have been analyzed. Some pivotal cultural distances have also been discussed as 

mentioned in the analysis part. Regarding Chinese MNCs in practice, some 

implications and recommendations are suggested.  

First of all, try to use global unified platforms as much as possible to save cost and 

capture the latest technology and information in global markets. Secondly, setting up 

sales and marketing departments in target international markets can help the 

company understand local markets and to establish relationships with local 

customers, which in other words, always put customers at first place. Thirdly, 

managers from Chinese MNCs are suggested to pay attention to the trust 

establishment with customers in international markets, and to learn about cultural 

distances for avoiding operation risk in international business. Fourthly, since some 

Chinese products and service have not gained enough acceptances in worldwide 

markets as much as possible like Western’s, brand is an important resource for 

Chinese MNCs to concern. As any MNC is facing increasing changes in international 

markets, only when they identify their resources and capabilities as tailor-made 

ways, can they develop the international business strategies to achieve competitive 

advantages. 

6.6 Limitation and Further Research 

Although the thesis has solved research questions by applying the case study, there 

are still some limitations that need further research on them: 

First, regarding interviews, the authors tended to contact more subsidiaries to collect 

data but they have not got positive response from most of those subsidiaries. The 

thesis only uses one case company and four selected subsidiaries. It is suggested to 

study more subsidiaries to improve the validity of this study. Also, Yin (2003) 

suggests multiple case studies to improve the quality of research. One Chinese 

telecommunication MNC cannot fully represent other Chinese MNCs in different 

industries. Therefore, more Chinese MNCs are needed to do the research. Besides, 

interviews in this thesis are done through Skype meetings and e-mails 
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communication. By comparing those two ways, the authors find that when 

communicating with interviewees via e-mails, the information is limited. Therefore, 

interviews are suggested to be done through Skype meetings or preferably face-to-

face.   

Second, as mentioned above, it is suggested that more Chinese MNCs from different 

industries can be studied.  Therefore, it is recommended to include the industry-

based view when discussing their international business strategy. Moreover, as Fung 

(2014) pointed, MNCs international business strategy should not be discussed 

separately and institution-based view of international business strategy combines 

both of resource-based view and industry-based view. Hence, different views of 

international business strategy are worth discussing when doing the further research. 
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APPENDICES 

Interview Guide 

Overall: 

1. Can you introduce yourself a little bit? (Title, work task, how long have you 

been in this company) 

2. When and how (entry mode- Joint venture, export, subsidiary, etc.) did 

Huawei Company enter into this market? 

3. What is the company’s performance (market performance) in this market and 

what is the main business (business segments/products) in this market? 

Cultural distance:  

4. Do you have a general policy in the subsidiary, which is similar to the HQ’s 

in China? Or needs to adapt to the local culture? 

5. What kinds of cultural difference have the company experienced in this mar-

ket compared with the HQ’s in China? 

6. How did these cultural differences affect Huawei’s subsidiary? 

a) business development b) management c) strategies in the local market 

7. How does the company adapt to the local market to handle the cultural differ-

ences? 

Resources:  

8. Compared with the competitors, what are Huawei’s competitive resources in 

this market? (Discussion from different perspectives: such as manufacturing; 

technology; marketing; HR) 

9. What are the greatest advantages of Huawei Company in this local market, 

compared with the other competitors? (Cost advantages? Differentiation ad-

vantages?) What about the weaknesses of Huawei?  

10. How does the company think of innovation? (Such as, product innovation? 

Processing innovation? Technology innovation? Management innovation? )  

11. Do you have a research and development unit in the local market? Is the sub-

sidiary’s innovation ability required to depend on the headquarters’ resources 

and capabilities? 

Capabilities: 

12. How does the competitive situation look like in the local market? 



 

 

 

II 

13. How does Huawei Company deal with the international competitions? (Dis-

cussion from different perspectives: such as manufacturing and operation; 

technology; marketing; product; logistics; delivery; sales) 

14. As one of the most successful Chinese multinational companies, what can we 

learn from Huawei (regarding foreign market entry, handling different cultur-

al contexts, resources allocation and transfer)? How does Huawei Company 

deal with the strengths and weaknesses? 

 


